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Specifications. The proposed Technical Specifications changes, as set 
forth in Attachment I to this Application, involve editorial changes, 
correct typographical errors, adjust line spacing (repagination), and 
adjust text formats. In addition, this proposed amendment deletes 
pertinent portions of the IP-2 Technical Specifications that related to 
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Attachment I 

Technical Specification Page Revisions 
Detailed Change Document

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.  
Indian Point Unit No. 2 

Docket No. 50-247 
March 18, 1988



Present Present 
Page(s) Section(s) Change(s) 

i 1 Changed to "1.0.".  

i Between 1 and 2 Added sections 1.1 through 
1.24. The titles for these 
sections are the same as the 
currently existing section 
titles.  

i 2 Changed to "2.0".  

i 2.1, 2.2 Changed "," to "" 

i 3/3.0 Changed to "3.0".  

i 3.1 Added subsection designators 
"A" through "F" to correspond 
with existing subsection 
designators in the body of the 
technical specifications.  

i 3.1 Deleted the title and page 
3.1.G-1 since this section of 
the technical specifications 
was never issued by the NRC.  

i 3.3 through 3.9 moved to page ii.  

i 3.3 Added subsection designators 
"A" through "I". Page numbers 
were changed so as to 
correspond to the new 
reformated page numbers.  

i 3.6 Added subsection designators 
"A" through "C". Page numbers 
changed.  

i 3.8 Changed title to match current 
section title, i.e.  
"Refueling".  

i 3.9 Added subsection titles for 
subsections "A" through "D".  
These subsections currently 
exist.  

ii 3.10 Added subsection designators 
"3.10.1" through "3.10.10".  
Changed page numbers. Changed 
"Title" to "Tilt".



Present Present 
Page(s) Section(s) Change (s)

Changed "Supressors" to 
"Suppressors".  

Added subsection designators 
"A" through "F" and the 
titles.

Changed to 4.0.

4.4, 4.5, 4.6

4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 
4.13, 4.14 

4.12

5.1, 5.2, 5.3

Changed title to the currently 
correct section title as it 
exists in section 4.2.  

Added subsection designators.  
Changed page numbers.  

Changed title to match current 
section correct title.  

Added subsection designators 
and titles.  

Changed "Supressors" to 
"Suppressors"

Changed to 5.0.

Added subsection designators.  

Deleted subtitles for textual 
uniformity.  

Changed title to match 
currently existing title.  

Deleted "Routine Reports" 
subtitle for textual 
uniformity. Changed selected 
subsection titles to 
correspond to existing titles.  
Changed page numbers.  

Changed title to match 
existing title.,

3.12 

3.13

iii 

iii 

iii 

iii

iii, iv 

iv 

iv 

iv

6.2, 6.5

6.16



Present 
Section(s) 

Top of Page 

Table 3.1.B-1

Table 3.5-5 

Table 3.10-1 

Table 3.12-1

Table 4.16-1

Top of Page 

Fig. 2.1-1

Present 
Page Cs) 

V 

V

Change Cs) 

Moved contents of entire page 
to page vi as a result of line 
spacing adjustments. Added 
"Title" and "Table No." to top 
of page as column headings.  

Changed "IP2" to "Indian 
Point Unit No. 2" to match 
Table title. I 

Inserted Table 3.4-1, entitled 
"Maximum Allowable Power Range 
Neutron Flux High Setpoint 
with Inoperable Steam Line 
Safety Valves During 4 Loop 
operation".  

Changed title from "Table of 
Indications Available to the 
Control Room Operator" to 
"Accident Monitoring 
Instrumentation" to match 
Table title.  

Deleted this Table from the 
List of Tables since it is not 
a part of the 1P2 Technical 
Specifications.  

Hyphenated "Safety Related".  

Moved text to page vii as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments. Added "Title" 
and "Table No." as column 
headings.  

Changed "Table 4.16-1" to 
"Table 4.19-1" to correct 
error in listing. Changed 
"Meterological" to 
"Meteorological".  

Added "Title" and "Fig. No." 

Changed "Safety Limits Four 
Loop operation 100% Flow" to 
"Four Loop Operation Safety 
Limits - 100% Flow" so that 
the title matches the figure 
title.

vii 

vii



Present 
Section(s) Change(s)

2nd line

Fig. 3.1.A-1 

Fig. 3.1.A-2 

Fig. 3.1.A-3 

Fig. 3.1.B-1

Fig. 3.1.B-2 

Fig. 3. 10-1 

Fig. 3.10-3 
and 3.10-4 

Fig. 4.3-1

Present 
Page(s) 

vii

vii 

vii 

vii 

vii

Added Fig. 2.1-2 title "Three 
Loop Operation Safety 
Limits-73% Flow".  

Changed ". ..Equal to 3101F" to 
"...Equal to 2950 F" to reflect 
the correct Figure title.  

Changed "Presurizer" to 
"Pressurizer" and "PORV's" to 
"PORVs".  

Changed "PORV's" to "PORVs".  

Changed title from "Reactor 
Coolant System Heatup 
Limitations" to "Indian Point 
Unit No. 2 Coolant Heatup 
Limitations Applicable for 
Periods up to 15 Effective 
Full Power Years", which is 
-the-f igure-tit-le. -- 

Changed title from "Reactor 
Coolant System Cooldown 
Limitations" to "Indian Point 
Unit No. 2 Coolant Cooldown 
Limitations Applicable for 
Periods up to 15 Effective 
Full Power Years", which is 
the figure title.  

Changed "vs" to "versus" 

Changed titles from "Insertion 
Limits, 100 Step Overlap Four 
(Three) Loop Operation" to 
"Rod Bank Insertion Limits, 
Four-Loop (Three-Loop) 
Operation" to match figure 
titles.  

Changed title from "Reactor 
Coolant System Heatup 
Limitation" to "Indian Point 
Unit No. 2 Vessel Leak Test 
Limitations Applicable for 
Periods up to 15 Effective 
Full Power Years" to match 
figure title.

vii 

vii 

viii



Present 
Section Cs) 

Fig. 5.1-1 

Fig. 6.2-1

Present 
Page (s) 

viii 

viii

Change Cs) 

Added "Map Defining" to 
beginning of title so as to 
match actual figure title.  

Changed title from "Facility 
Management and Technical 
Support Organization" to 
"Independent Safety Review and 
Audit Organization" to match 
figure title.



Present 
Section(s) Cag s

Appendix A 
Cover Sheet

Added "Amendment NO."

Top of Page

1.2 

1.2.5, 1.3 

1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 
1.6 

1.6.1, 1.6.2, 
1.6.3 

1.7

1.8

1-1 

1-1 

1-i

Moved to page 1-3 
of line spacing 
Also capitalized 
deleted underline.

1.9, 1.10 

1.10

as a result 
adjustments.  

title and

Capitalized titles and deleted 
underlines.

Added a "b."1 
second phrase 
section 1.10.a.

in front of 
of current

Present 
Page Cs)

Deleted "Technical 
Specifications" at top of 
page. Appendix A to DPR-26 
consists of, in its entirety, 
the technical specifications 
for 1P2 and as such this title 
is redundant. The appropriate 
title for Section 1.0 is 
"Definitions" 

Renumbered "1" to "1.0" for 
uniformity and deleted the 
underline under the word 

"Definitions" 

Changed "The following used 
terms. ..  
to "The following terms...".  

Capitalized titles and deleted 
underlines.  

Section 1.2.5 and a portion of 
Section 1.3 was relocated to 
page 1-1 as a result of line 
spacing adjustments.  

Capitalized titles and deleted 
underlines.  

Sections 1.6.1, 1.6.2 and a 
portion of section 1.6.3 was 
relocated from page 1-3 to 1-2 
as a result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Capitalized title and deleted 
underline.

1-1 

1-2 

1-2 

1-3 

1-3 

1-4 

1-4 

1-4

Change(s)



Present 
Section(s) Change(s)

1.11

Present 
Page (s) 

1-4 

1-4

1.13 through 
1.24

Deleted the underline under 
the section title. Changed 
"PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE" to 
''Pressure Boundary Leakage"I in 
the text for uniformity.  

Deleted the underline in the 
section title. Uncapitalized 
the first phrase.  

Capitalized titles and deleted 
underlines. Also shifted 
certain sections to subsequent 
pages as a result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Decapitalized title, and added 
"o--"f to the surveillance 
interval column for "Not 
Applicable".

Renumbered section 
and Ideleted 
Changed "LIMTTS" to

2. 1, Last 
paragraph 

21st line

to "12. 0"1 
underline.  
"LIMITS".

Replaced "," with ":".  

Changed "Specification" to 
"Specifications".  

Changed "DNB related" to 
"DNB-related"; "four loop" to 
"four-loop" and "steady state 
to "steady-state".  

Moved to page 2.1-2 because of 
line spacing adjustments.  

Changed "locatiom" to 
"location".

1.12

1-5, 1-6

1-7

2.1-1 

2.1-1 

2.1-1 

2.1-1 2.1

2.1-1 

2.1-2



Present 
Section(s) Cag s

3rd Para.  
in Basis

last 4 lines 

3rd line from 
bottom 

next to last 
line 

last line 

Line 17 

Reference 3

Figure 2.1-1

2.1-2 

2.1-2

Present 
Page (s)

Put formulas side-by-side 
instead of sequentially.  

Switched footnotes and 
periods; e.g~l rom 

"conditions.) to "atr 

'15ctors:T2,to"aor 

Moved to page 2.1-3 because of 
line spacings adjustments.  

Changed "insure" to "ensure".  

Changed "three loop" to 
"three-loop".  

Changed "fo" to "of".  

Changed "it'Is" to "its".  

Changed from "FSAR Technical 
Specification 3.10" to 
"Technical Specification 3.10" 
to reflect that the technical 
specifications are no longer a 
part of 1P2's FSAR, but are a 
separate document.  

Added "Amendment No." at 
bottom of page. Centered 
"Figure 2.1-1" at bottom of 
page. Moved "(100% RATED 
POWER IS EQUIVALENT TO 2758 
MW t)" from right-hand side of 
page to below the graph.  
Changed "% RATED POWER" to "% 
Rated Power". Corrected a 
typographical error on the 
x-axis; the "130" should be 
"120". Moved the Figure 
title, which was on the 
right-hand side of the page 
and moved it to the top of the 
page; changed it from "SAFETY 
LIMITS FOUR LOOP OPERATION 
100% FLOW" to "FOUR LOOP 
OPERATION SAFETY LIMITS - 100% 
FLOW". Changed "AVERAGE 
TEMPERATURE" to "AVERAGE 
TEMPERATURE".

2.1-2 

2.1-2 

2.1-2 

2.1-2 

2.1-3 

2.1-3

Change(s)



Present 
Section(s)_ Change (s)

Figure 2.1-2

Objective 
2nd line 

Bottom of Page 

1st and 2nd 
Paragraphs 

1st line 

1st Paragraph 

Bottom of Page 

Reference (1) 

3rd subsection 
title 

l.A and I.B

Added "Amendment No." at 
bottom of page. Centered 
"Figure 2.1-2" at bottom of 
page. moved "(100% RATED 
POWER IS EQUIVALENT TO 2758 
MW t)" from left-hand side of 
page to below the graph.  
Moved figure title from the 
lower left side of figure 
to the top of the page.  
Changed title from "SAFETY 
LIMITS THREE LOOP OPERATION 
73% FLOW" to "THREE-LOOP 
OPERATION SAFETY LIMITS - 73% 
FLOW". Changed "AVERAGE 
TEMPERATURE" to "Average 
Temperature". Changed "NORMAL 
OPERATING PRESSURE" to "normal 
operating pressure" 

Changed "contain" to 
containment".  

Added "Amendment No.".  

Moved to page 2.2-1 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "setting" to 
"1settings".  

Changed "op ution. (4) to 
operation 

Added "Amendment No." 

Changed "Section 4" to 
"Section 4.0".  

Changed "Specification" to 
"Specifications".  

Replaced dashes with ":" and 
changed "set point" to 
setpoint".

2.3- Botomof ageAdded "Amendment NO."

Present 
Page(s)

2.2-1 

2.2-1 

2.2-2 

2.2-2 

2.2-2 

2.2-2 

2.2-2 

2.3-1 

2.3-1

2.3-1 Bottom of Page



Present 
Section(s) 

l.B.(3) and 
part of 
l.B. (4) 

l.B. (4) 

Bottom of Page

1.B. (5)

1.B. (5) .1 
and part of 
1.B. (5) .2 

1.B. (6) 
l.B. (7) 
l.C. (1) 
1.C. (2) 

Bottom of Page

2A and part 
of 2B3

Basis, 2nd 
Paragraph 

1st Para.  

2nd Para.  
9th Line 

2nd Para.

Present 
Page(s) 

2.3-2 

2.3-2 

2.3-2

2.3-2 

2.3-3 

2.3-3 

2.3-3 

2.3-4 

2.3-4 

2.3-4

Reformated footnotes from 
*(2) (3) " to "1(2, 3) .  

Moved to page 2.3-4 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Added an "a" before the word 
"difference"

Reformated footnotes.

Change(s) 

Moved to page 2.3-1 as part of 
line spacing adjustments.  

Deleted an extra "[' from the 
f ormula and added a colon 
after the word "where".  

Added "Amendment No.".  

Added colon after the word 
"where" 

Moved to page 2.3-2 as part of 
line spacing adjustments.  

Replaced dashes with colons 
and added periods at the end 
of each specification phrase.  

Added "Amendment No.".  

Moved to page 2.3-3 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "1)" to "(1" and "2)" 
to " (2) ".

Changed reference from 
"2.3.1.B-4" to 
"12.3.1. B.4"1.

2.3-4 

2.3-5 

2.3-5 

2.3-5



Present 
Page(s) 

2.3-5 

2.3-6 

2.3-7 

3.1.A-1 

3.1.A-1 

3.1.A-1 

3.1.A-1 

3.1. A- 2, 
etc.  

3.1.A-3 

3.1 .A- 3 

3.1. A- 3 

3.1.A-3

3.l.A.4.c 

3.l.A.6.a 

3.1.A.6.b

Present 
Section(s) 

Last Para.  

1st Para.  
and part of 
2nd Para.  

Basis Text 

3 

3.0.1 

3.1 

3.1.A.l.c

3.1.A-4 1st lineChne";to,.

Change(s) 

Added "FSAR" preceding 
"Section 7.2.3 and 14.1.2 and 

since these sections are 
FSAR section references, and 
not Technical Specification 
section references.  

Moved 'to Page 2.3-5 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Moved to page 2.3-6 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Renumbered to 3.0 and deleted 
underline.  

Capitalized "o" in operation.  

Deleted Section title 
underline.  

Moved to page 3.1.A-2 because 
of line spacing adjustments.  

Pages renumbered as a result 
of line spacing adjustments.  

Changed "Specification 
6.9.2.h" to "Specification 
6.9.2.i". The original 
reference was incorrect.  

Changed "kw" to "kW'.  

Changed "specification" to 
"Specification".  

Moved a portion of 3.l.A.6.b 
and Basis to subsequent page 
as a result of line spacing 
adjustments.

Changed ";" to



Present 
Page(s) 

3.1.A-4 

3.1. A- 4 

3.1 .A- 5 

3 .1 .A-5 

3.1.A-5

4th Para.  

Last Para., 
items (a), (b) 
(c) 

First Para.  

2nd Para.  

Last Para.  

Page 1 of 4 

Page 2 of 4 

Page 3 of 4

Present 
Section(s) 

5th Para.  

2nd line 

Various

Change Cs) 

Changed "lOCFR5O" to "10 CFR 
50" and changed "armed" to 
"armed,".  

Moved a portion of the Basis 
to page 3.1.A-5 as a result of 
line spacing adjustments.  

Deleted ":".  

Changed "PORV's" to "PORVs".  

Moved a- portion of the Basis 
to page 3.1.A-6 as a result of 
line spacing adjustments.  

Changed "required setpoint 
including" to "required 
setpoint, including".  

Decapitalized the 1st letter 
of each subsection.  

Changed "pygsure. (2 ), to 
pressure 

Changed "If not residual heat 
were removed" to "If no 
residual heat were removed".  

Hyphenated "Power operated".  

Changed "(1 of 4)" to "(Page 1 
of 4) ", etc. on each 
of 4 pages and put the 
page Nos. at bottom of page.  

Decapitalized the "T" in "1Two"l 

in column (3), and deleted the 
""in column (4).  

Decapitalized the "0" in "One" 
in column (2). Unhyphenated 
"shut-down" in column (1) .  
Deleted the ":" in column (4).

3.1 .A-5 

3.1.A-5, 
3 .1 .A- 6 

3.1.A-6 

3.1.A-6 

3.1.A-6 

TABLE 
3.1.A-1 

TABLE 
3.1.A-1 

TABLE 
3.1.A-1



Present 
Page (s) 

TABLE 
3.1.A-1 

TABLE 
3 .1. A- 2 

TABLE 
3.1.A-2 

TABLE 
3 .1 .A- 2 

TABLE 
3 .1 .A- 2

Figure 3.1.A-1

Figure 3.1.A-2 

Figure 3.1.A-3 -

Present 
Section(s) 

Page 4 of 4 

Page 1 of 2 

Page 1 of 2 

Page 2 of 2

Change (s) 

Changed " (1) an" to ' (1) An" 
and "(3) no" to "(3) No" in 
column (4).  

Changed "(1 of 2)" to "(Page 1 
of 2)" and "(2 of 2)" to 
"(Page 2 of 2)", and put them 
at the bottom of the page.  

Changed ";" to "," and changed 
"for," to "or" under (1) of 
each section.  

Changed ". ..pressure less..." 
to " ...pressure is less..." in 
(3).  

Changed "o r" to "or".  

Moved "Figure 3.1.A-1" to 
below the graph and capitalized 
"FIGURE". Changed x-axis 
label "TEMPERATURE" to 
"Temperature". Changed x-axis 
label "PORV OPENING PRESSURE 
(PSIG)" to "PORV Opening 
Pressure (psig)" Changed 
"PORV's" to "PORVs".  

Moved "Figure 3.1.A-2" to 
below the graph and 
capitalized "FIGURE". Changed 
x-axis label "TEMPERATURE" to 
"Temperature" 

Moved "Figure 3.1.A-3" to 
below the graph and 
capitalized "FIGURE". Changed 
x-axis label "TEMPERATURE" to 
"Temperature ". Changed 
"PORV's" to "PORVs" in Figure 
title. Changed "MAXIMUM 
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 
PRESSURE (psig)" to "Maximum 
Reactor Coolant System 
Pressure (psig)".



Present 
Pages (s) 

3.1.B-1 

3.1.B-1 

3.1.B-2 

3.1.B-2 

3.1. B-2 

3.1.B-2 

3.1.B-3 

3.1.B-3 

3.1.B-3 

3.1.B-3 

3.1.B-3 

3.1.B-3 

3.1 .B- 3 

3.1.B-3

Present 
Section(s)

B.l.b

Various 

2nd Para.  
of Basis 

Last Para.  

Last Para.  

2nd Para.  

3rd Para.  

Various 

3rd Para.  

5th Para.

Last 2 
Paragraphs 

Next to last 
Paragraph 

Last Para.

Changes

Added comma after "capacity" 
and changed "heat up" to 
"heatup".  

Changed "charpy" to "Charpy".  

Changed the order of periods 
and footnotes.  

Changed "nil-ductility 
transition temperature" to 
"Nil-Ductility Transition 
Temperature" 

Moved to page 3.1.B-3 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Deleted comma after It(RT ) 

and changed "is-identica PTto 
"is identical".  

Changed "WCAP 7924A" to 
"IWCAP-7924A".  

Changed "by Figure 2-4" to "in 
Figure 2-4".  

Changed the order of periods 
and footnotes.  

Changed "0" to "and".  

Added a space between "Y" and 
"T" etc.  

Moved to page 3.1.B-4 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Added a comma after "B2002-3".  

Hyphenated "Non Mandatory".  
Changed "Code and 
discussed..." to "Code and are 
discussed...".



Present 
Page(s) 

3.1.B-4 

3.1.B-4 

3.1.B-4 

3.1.B-4 

3.1. B-5 

3.1.B-5 

3.1.B-5 

3.1 .B-5 

3.1.B-5 

3.1.B-5 

3.1. B-6 

TABLE 
3.1.B-1

Present 
Section Cs) 

After the 
formula 

Last. two 
Paragraphs 

2nd to Last 
Para.  

Last Para.  

1st Para.  

2nd Para.  

3rd Para.  

2nd half 
page 

Ref. 3 

Ref. 7 

Various 

Page 1 of 1

Change Cs) 

Added commas at the end of 
each of the 2 sentences 
describing what K IMand K I 
represent.  

Moved to page 3.1.B-5 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Hyphenated "pressure 
temperature" 
Deleted semicolon after 
"tensile in nature" and added 
a comma, and deleted the 
commas after "end" "and" thus" 
immediately afterwards.  

Hyphenated "point by point".  
Also hyphenated "pressure 
sensing" and "temperature 
sensing".  

Added comma after "such that" 
and after "ramp". Also 
replaced the semicolon after 
"location" with a comma.  

Added a space between "Y" and 
"T" in two locations. Changed 
"ID" to ''I.D ." 

Changed "pressure temperature" 
to "pressure-temperature".  

Moved to Page 3.1.B-6 as a of 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "No. 3" to "No. 2".  

Changed the order of a 
quotation mark and a comma.  

Changed "E.B. Norris" to "E.  
B. Norris".  

Added "(Page 1 of 1)" to 
bottom of Page.



Present 
Page Cs) 

TABLE 
3.1.B-1

Figure 3.1.B-1 

Figure 3.1.B-2

3.1. C-1 

3.1. C-1 

3.1. C-1 

3.1. C-1 

3. 1.C-1 

3.1. C-1 

3.1.C-2 

3.1. C-2 

3.1.D-1 

3.1. D-1

Present 
Section (s) 

Ref. (1) 

Top of Page 

CA' 

C.3 

1st Para.  
of Basis 

Last Para.  

Last Para.  

Reference 
Section 

Page No.  

3rd Para.  
of Basis 

4th Para.  
of Basis

Change (s) 

Changed "Dated" to "dated" and 
added a period.  

Changed "Figure" to "FIGURE".  
Moved Figure title from bottom 
of Figure to the top of the 
Figure. Deleted Underline 
under "MATERIAL PROPERTY 
BASIS".  

Changed "Figure" to "FIGURE".  
Moved Figure title from the 
bottom of the Figure to the 
top of the Figure. Deleted 
the underline under "MATERIAL 
PROPERTY BASIS".  

Added "Specifications" after 
Section title but before item 
No. 1.  

Hyphenated "low power" 

Change "1." to "(1)".  

Changed footnote notation from 
11. (1) (2)"I to " (1, 2) . " in 2 
locations.  

Portion of text moved to page 
3.1.C-2 as a result of line 
spacing adjustments.  

Changed "lOCFR5O" to "10 CFR 
50"1.  

Changed numbers from "1." to 
"(1)" and "2." to "(2)".  

Changed from "3.1.C.-2" to 
"13.l.C-2"1.  

Changed ".(1)" to"()"

Changed "off-site" to 
"offsite".



Present 
Page Cs) 

3.1.D-1 

3.1.D-1 

3.1.D-2 

3.1.D-2

3rd Para.  

Bottom of 
Page 

8th line from 
page bottom 

2nd line from 
page bottom 

Top of Page 

3.1.E.3 

3.1.E.4 

Bottom of 
Page

3.1. D-2 

3.1.D-2 

3.1.D-2 

3.1.D-2 

3.1. E-1 

3.1. E-1 

3.1. E-1 

3.1. E-1 

3.1. E-1 

3.1.E-2 1st Para.

Change(s)

Capitalized "s" in 
"specification".

Present 
Section(s) 

Footnote 

4th Para.  
of Basis 

Various 

6th line and 
2nd Para.

Capitalized the 
"specification".

11S" in

Added comma after "3.1.E.4" 
and switched the order of the 
footnote number and period.

Moved a portion to page 
3.1.D-2 as a result of line 
spacing adjustments.  

Added "," after each formula 
variable description.  

Changed "coefficent" to 
"coefficient". Changed 
"atmophere" to "atmosphere" 
Hyphenated "30 minute".  

Deleted "," after "680.8 
psia" 

Moved to page 3.1.D-3 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Hyphenate "half lives" 

Changed "nuclides" to 
"nuclide'I s".  

Changed "Specification" to 
"Specifications".  

Changed "can not" to "cannot".

Deleted "are" so that the 
phrase now reads ". .. the cause 
of the out-of- specification 
condition ascertained and 
corrected.".  

Moved to Page 3.1.E-2 as part 
of line spacing adjustments.

3.1.E.5



Present 
Page (s) 

3.1.E-2 

3.1.E-2 

3.1.F-1 

3.1.F-1 

3.1.F-1 

3.1.F-1 

3.1.F-1 

3.1.F-1 

3.1.F-2 

3.1.F-2 

3.1.F-2 

3.1.F-2 

3.1.F-2

3.l.F.l.b. (3), 
(4) and (5) 

3.l.F.l.b. (6) 

3.1.F.l.c 

3.1.F.2 

3.1.F.2.a 

3.l.F.2.a. (1)

Present 
Section(s) 

2nd Para.  

2nd Para.  

Top of Page 

3.1.F.1 

3.l.F.l.a 

3.l.F.l.b

Change (s) 

Deleted comma after 
"condition". Added 
parenthesis before "e.g." and 
after "tank (2)".  

Added comma after "and 
further". Hyphenated "time 
dependent". Changed 
"shutdown" to "shut down".  
Hyphenated "24 hour".  

Changed "3.l.F." to "F" for 
consistency. Changed 
"Specification" to 
"Specifications".  

Decapitalized title.  

Decapitalized first letter of 
the first word of subsections 
(1) through (6) (c) . Also, 
changed periods to commas as 
appropriate.  

Capitalized the "s" in 
"specification".  

Changed ". ..provided that on a 
daily basis the other..." to 
".provided that, on a daily 

basis, the other..." 

Moved to page 3.1.F-2 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Capitalized the "s " in 
"specification" in two places.  

Capitalized the "s" in 
"specification". Deleted the 
comma after "then".  

Decapitalized the title.  

Changed "Leakage:" to 
"Leakage".  

Changed "with 24 hours" to 
"within 24 hours".



Present 
Section (s)

3.1.F.2.a. (3) 

3.1 .F. 2.b

3.l.F.2.b. (1) 

3.l.F.2.b. (2) 

3.l.F.2.c and d 

3.l.F.2.d. (2) 

3.l.F.2.d. (4) 
and Basis 

3.l.F.2.d. (4) 

1st Para. of 
Basis 

Basis, 3rd 
Para.  

d.; 9th line 

d.; 18th line

Present 
Page(s) 

3.1.F-2 

3.1.F-2 

3.1.F-2

Capitalized the 
"specification".

"Is" in

3.1. F-2 

3.1.F-3 

3.1. F-3 

3.1.F-3 

3.1. F-4 

3.1. F-4 

3.1. F-4 

3.1. F-4 

3.1.F-5 

3.1.F-5

Change Cs) 

Changed "shutdown" to "shut 
down".  

Deleted the ": in the title.  

Bottom portion of page moved 
to page 3.1.F-3 as a result of 
line spacing adjustments.  

Changed "0" to "and" and added 
a comma.  

Capitalized the "s" in 
"specification".  

Deleted the ":" in the titles 
and moved to page 3.1.F-4 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.

Moved to page 3.1.F-5 as a 
result ofline spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "39'-9"" to "139'9""1.  

Added a comma after "boundary 
or not".Changed "problem; and 
therefore, first indications" 
to "problem; therefore, first 
indications" 

Changed "are 0.025 gpm" to 
"are from 0.025 gpm".  

Changed "certian" to 
1certain".  

Changed "Thus, monitoring of 
both the flow indication 
systems will..." to "Thus, 
monitoring of both flow 
indication systems will...".



Present 
Page (s) 

3.1.F-5 

3.1.F-5 

3.1.F-6 

3.1.F-6 

3.1.F-6 

3.1.F-7

3rd Para., 
1st line 

3rd Para., 
2nd line 

3rd Para., 
11th line 
and 14th line 

Portion of 
3rd Para.  

Last line 

1st line

Present 
Section Cs) 

e.; 15th line 

Portion of c., 
d., and e.  

First 5 Para.  

4th Para., 
2nd line 

6th Para.  

2nd Para.

Changes 

Changed "...in the control 
room and two separate..." to 
".in the control room and by 

two separate..." and added a 
comma after "switches".  

Moved to page 3.1.F-6 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Moved to page 3.1.F-7 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Added a comma after 
"integrity".  

Moved to page 3.1.F-8 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Added commas after "El. 451", 
and "El. 35"'. Also changed 
"El. 39'-9"" to "El. 39'91" 
and "El. 20'-5"" to "El.  
20'511" 

Deleted the" 

Changed "such that" to "so 
that".  

Changed "El. 50'-l" "to "El.  
50'1"", and "El. 50'- 5"" to 

"El. 5015'111.  

Moved to page 3.1.F-9 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "El. 46'-5 3/8"" to 
"El. 46' 5 3/8"".  

Changed "prior to the water 
level being sufficiently 
high..." to "before the water 
level is sufficiently 
high...".

3.1.F-7 

3.1.F-7 

3.1 .F- 7 

3.1. F-7 

3.1.F-7 

3.1. F-8



Present 
Section(s) 

3.2 

3.2 .B 

3.2.C.1 
and 3.2.C.2

3.2.C.4 

3.2.D 

Basis

3.2-2 

3.2-2 

3.2-2 

3.2-2 

3.2-2 

3.2-2 

3.3-1 

3.3-1 

3.3-1 

3.3-1

Present 
Page (s) 

3.2-1 

3.2-1 

3.2-1

Change (s) 

Deleted underline. Changed 
"Specification" to 
"Specifications".  

Changed "met." to "met:".  

Moved to page 3.2-2 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Added a comma after 
"blockage".  

Changed ". ..regarding the 
number charging pumps..." to 

".regarding the number of 
charging pumps...".  

Changed "(1)" to "11.", "1(2)" 
to "2.", and "(3)" to "13.".  

Moved to page 3.2-3 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Deleted period after "tank".  

Deleted "either" in the 
sentence since there is now no 
alternative suction source.  

Deleted the ":" in the 
objective section. Changed 
"Specification" to 
"Specifications". Hyphenated "low 
temperature" 

Capitalized title.  

Hyphenated "low temperature" 

Since the section was deleted, 
we deleted "b. Deleted." and 
renumbered each subsequent 
subsection accordingly (i.e.  
"1c." to "b.", etc.)

Portion of 
Basis 

Basis (2) 

Basis (3) 

3.3 

3.3.A 

3.3.A.1 

3.3.A.1.b



Present 
Section(s) 

3.3.A.l.f

Change Cs) 

Moved to page 3.3-2 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments and renumbered 
section to "3.3.A.l.e" 
pursuant to the comment above.

Added a comma after 
injection header" 
places. Hyphenated

"safety 

in two 
"hot leg".

Hyphenated "low level".  

Portions of this section were 
moved to page 3.3-3 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Hyphenated "low level" in two 
places.  

Capitalized title.  

Portions of this section were 
moved to page 3.3-4 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Capitalized title.  

Portions of these sections 
were moved to page 3.3-5 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Hyphenated "48 hour" 

Capitalized title.  

Changed "(a" to "a." and 
"(b)" to "b ..  

Changed "consumptions" to 
consumption" 

Portions of these sections 
were moved to page 3.3-6 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.

3.35 33.D3.CHyphenated "148 hour"

Present 
Page (s) 

3.3-1

3.3-1 3.3.A.l.h

3.3-1 

3.3-1 

3.3-3

3.3.A.l.k 

3.3.A.2 

3. 3. A.2. f

3.3-3 

3.3-3 

3.3-4

3.3.B

3.3.B.2 

3.3.c

3.3-4

3.3-4 

3.3-4 

3.3-4 

3.3-4 

3.3-5

3.3.c.3 
and 3. 3. D 

3.3.C.3.c 

3.3.D 

3.3.D.1 

3.3.D.l.b 

3. 3. D.3, 
3.3.E

3.3-5 3.3.D.3.C



Present 
Section (s)

3.3.E

Change Cs)

Capitalized title.

3.3-6 

3.3-6 

3.3-6 

3.3-6 

3.3-7 

3.3-7 

3.3-7 

3.3-7 

3.3-7

3. 3. H.3. a, 
3. 3. H.3.b, 
3.3. H. 3.c

3.3.1

Basis 

2nd line 

4th line

3.3.E.2.c, 
3. 3. F, and 
Portions of 
3.3.G 

3.3.F and 
3.3.G 

3.3.G.l.b 

3.3.G.1. c 

3.3.G.2 

3.3 .0.2. a 

3.3.G.2.b 

3.3.H 

3.3.H.l.  
and 3.3.H.2

Capitalized title.

Text moved to pages 3.3-9 
through 3.3-17 as a result of 
line spacing adjustments.  

Deleted the comma after 
"temperature" 

Changed " . (1) " to "1(1) ."

Present 
Page Cs) 

3.3-5

Moved to page 3.3-7 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Capitalized titles.  

Changed "b)" to "b." and 
hyphenated "post accident".  

Capitalized the "s" in 
"specification".  

Moved portions of this section 
to page 3.3-8 as a result of 
line spacing adjustments.  

Hyphenated "post accident".  

Hyphenated "post accident".  

Capitalized title.  

Moved to page 3.3-8 as a 
result of line spacing 
adj ustments.  

Moved contents of this page to 
pages 3.3-8 and 3.3-9 as a 
result of page renumbering and 
line spacing adjustments.  

Changed "a)" to "a.", "b)" to 
"b.",and "c)" to 11c.11"

3.3-7 (a)

3. 3-7 (a) 

3.3-7 (a) 

3.3-8 
through 
3.3-14 

3.3-8

3.3-8



Present 
Page(s) 

3.3-8 

3.3-8 

3.3-8 

3.3-8 

3.3-8 

3.3-8 

3.3-8 

3.3-9

5th line 

4th Para., 
2nd line 

4th Para., 
7th line 

Last line 

3rd line 

5th line 

9th line

Present 
Section (5) 

8th line 

9th line 

23rd line 

25th line 

29th line 

31st line 

33rd line 

Top of Page

Change Cs) 

Hyphenated "low temperature" 

Changed "," to ";" after 
"scoolant", and added a comma 
after "therefore".  

Changed "For a single 
component to be inoperable 
does not negate..." to 
"Inoperability of a single component 
does not negate...".  

Changed "function, (2)" to 
"function (2) ,".  

Changed "(a" to "(M1.  

Changed "(b)" to "(2)".  

Deleted comma after "fuel".  

Changed "1) Assuring with..." 
to "1. assurance with..." and 
"2) Allowances..." to "2.  
allowance...". Also changed 
"to do so." to "...to do so, 
and "at end of 1).  

Hyphenated "full rated".  

Changed "sizes. (3)" to "sizes 
(3) .".  

Changed "met. (10,11)" to "met 
(10,11)."1 

Reference to FSAR Figure 6.2-6 
is incorrect. The correct 
reference is FSAR Figure 
6.2-9.  

Capitalized the "s " in 
"specification".  

Changed "(a)" to "(1)" and 
"1(b)"v to "1(2)".  

Changed "85"F). (4)" to 
"85-F) (4) .".

3.3-9 

3.3-9 

3.3-9 

3.3-9 

3.3-10 

3.3-10 

3.3-10



Present 
Page(s) 

3.3-10 

3.3-10 

3.3-11 

3.3-11 

3.3-11 

3.3-11 

3.3-11 

3.3-11 

3.3-11 

3.3-11 

3.3-11 

3.3-11 

3.3-11 

3.3-12 

3.3-12 

3.3-12 

3.3-12

14th 

15th 

16th 

19th 

Last

Present 
Section(s)_ 

11th, 17th, 
20th, and 
26th line 

34th line 

1st line 

3rd line 

4th line 

6th line 

10th line 

12th line

line 

line 

line 

line 

Para.

4th line 

11th line 

20th line 

24th line

33-1226th line

Change (s) 

Changed "off-site" to 
"offsite".  

Deleted the comma after 
foperation".  

Changed "accident, (6)" to 
"accident (6).5'.  

Changed "safeguards. (7)" to 
"safeguards (7) .".  

Changed "...are installed, 
only two..." to "...are 

installed. Only two... .  

Changed "accident. (8)" to 
"accident (8) .".  

Deleted the comma after 
faccumulators" 

Changed "analysis. (9,10,11)" 
to "analysis (9,10,11).".  

Changed "(a)" to "(1)".  

Changed "(b)" to "(2)".  
Hyphenated "post accident".  

Hyphenated "post accident" 

Hyphenated "full rated".  

Hyphenated "Post Accident".  
Hyphenated "hydrogen free".  

Changed "back up" to "backup".  

Hyphenated "post accident".  

Hyphenated "hydrogen free".  

Changed the "," to a ";" and 

added a coma after 
"therefore".  

Changed "3%" to "3 percent".3.3-12



Present 
Section(s) 

29th line 

12th line 

15th line 

19th line

Present 
Page(s) 

3.3-12 

3.3-13 

3.3-13 

3.3-13 

3.13-13 line, 
line, 
line

39th line 

42nd line 

1st line 

4th line 

5th line 

Ref. (10)

Ref. (11) 

Top of Page 

3.4.A.1 

3.4.A.5 

Entire Page 

3.4.B

Change(s) 

Hyphenated "post accident".  

Hyphenated "temperature 
controlled." 

Changed ", i.e. loss" to " 

i.e., loss".  

Changed "temperature below" to 
"temperature to below".  

Hyphenated "hot leg".

Changed "unavilable" to 
"unavailable".

Switched the order of the 
footnote and the period.  

Changed "The seven day out of 
service" to "The seven-day 
out-of-service" 

Changed "off-site" to 
"offsite".  

Switched the order of the 
footnote and the period.  

Changed "Appendix K", dated 
April, 1985." to "Appendix K," 
dated April 1985." 

Hyphenated "Small Break".  

Changed "Specification" to 
"Specifications".  

Hyphenated "code approved" and 
hyphenated "steam relieving".  

Changed "seconds of less" to 
"seconds or less".  

moved to page 3.4-5 

Moved a portion of text to 
page 3.4-1 as a result of line 
spacing adjustments.

27th 
29th 
33rd

3.3-13 

3.3-13 

3.3-14 

3.3-14 

3.3-14 

3-3-14

3.3-14 

3.4 

3.4 

3.4 

3.4-1 (a) 

3.4-1 (b)



Present 
Section (s)

3.4.C

Entire Page 

Entire BASIS 

Formula 

2nd Para.

3.5.4 

3.5.5 

3.5-6

1st Para.  

2nd Para.  

3rd Para.

Change(s)
Present 
Page Cs) 

3.4-1(b) Changed "(1)" to "1." and 
"(2)" to "2.". Also changed 
"Immediately" to "immediately" 
and "Within" to "within".  
Added a comma after "safe" and 
before "stable".  

Renumbered as page 3.4-2.  

Moved to pages 3.4-3, 3.4-4 
and 3.4-5.  

Added brackets and changed "x1 

to 
Changed "MPC's" to "MPCs".  

Deleted colons after "Applica
bility" and "Objectives".  

Changed "Specification:" to 
"Specifications".  

Capitalized the "s" in "speci
fication".  

Deleted the two commas.  

Moved text to next page as a 
result of line spacing adjust
ments.  

Changed "BASIS" to "Basis".  

Changed "Features. (1)(4)" to 
"Features (1,4) .".  

Changed "Loss of Coolant or 
Steam Break" to "loss-of-cool
ant or steam break". Added a 
comma after "Safety Injection 
System".  

Changed "Loss of Coolant Acci
dent" to "loss-of-coolant 
accident". Changed "Loss of 
Coolant" to "loss-of-coolant".

3.4-1 (b) 

3.4-2, 
3.4-3 

3.4-2 

3.4-3

3.5-1 

3.5-1 

3.5-1 

3.5-1 

3.5-1

3.5-2 

3.5-2 

3.5-2 

3.5-2



Present 
Page (s) 

3.5-2 

3.5-3 

3.5-3 

3.5-3 

3.5-3

4th Para.  

Between 5th and 
6th Para.  

6th Para.  

6th Para.  

8th Para.  

9th Para.  

Last Para. & 
First Para.

Present 
Section(s)_ 

5th Para.  

First 3 
Paragraphs 

1st Para.  

2nd Para.  

3rd Para.

Change (s) 

Changed "steam line break 
accident" to "steamline-break 
accident". Changed "steam 
line" to "steamline" in three 
places.  

Moved to page 3.5-2 as a 
result of line spacing adjust
ments.  

Changed "steam line" to 
"steamline". Changed "steam 
line break" to "steamline
break".  

Changed "steam line" to 
steamline".  

Changed "steam line break" to 
"steamline-break".  

Changed "loss of coolant or 
steam line break" to "loss-of
coolant or steamline-break".  

Changed "Steam'Line" to 
"Steamline".  

Changed "Steam line" to 
"Steamline" in several places.  

Changed "realease" to 
frelease".  

Changed "steam line" to 
"steamline" and deleted the 
comma.  

Changed "projects" to "pro
tects".  

Changed "loss of coolant 
(2) (4) or steam line break 
(3) (4) accidents" to "loss
of-coolant (2,4) or steamline
break (3,4) accidents".

3.5-3 

3.5-3 

3.5-3 

3.5-3 

3.5-3 

3.5-3 

3.5-3 
and 
3.5-4



Present 
Page(s) 

3.5-4 

3.5-4 

3.5-4 

3.5-4 

3.5-4 

3.5-4 

3.5-4 

3.5-5 

3.5-5 

3.5-5

Table 3.5-1 

Table 3.5-1

Present 
Section(s)_ 

2nd Para.  

3rd Para.  

3rd Para.  

4th Para.  

5th Para.  

Last 3 lines 

Last 2 lines 

1st line 

3rd line

Page 1 of 1 

Item Nos. 1 
and 2

Change (s) 

Changed "Steam Line" to 
"Steamline" and "Steam line 
break" to "Steamline break".  

Changed "low pressure" to 
"low-pressure" 

Hyphenated "loss of coolant".  

Changed "steam line" to 
"steamline" and "steam line 
break" to "steamline-break".  

Changed "steam line" to 
"1steamline" in several places.  
Changed "set point" to 
"setpoint". Changed "steam 
line break accident" to 
"s teamline-break accident".  
Changed the order of the last 
period and footnote.  

Moved to page 3.5-5 as a 
result of line spacing adjust
ments.  

Changed "requires: (a)" to 
"1requires (1)" and changed 
"tested; and (b)" to "tested, 
(2)". Deleted the comma after 
"1NIS".  

Changed "channel and (c)" to 
"channel, and (3)".  

Changed "System" to "system".  

Changed "Reference" to "Refer
ences". Deleted hyphens 
between "FSAR" and "section" 
for the first 3 footnotes 

Changed "(1 of 1)" to "(Page 
1 of 1)" and moved it to 
bottom of Table. Decapita
lized the table titles and 
underlined the titles.  

Changed "level" to "Level".



Present 
Page (s)

Table 3.5-1 

Table 3.5-1 

Table 3.5-2 

Table 3.5-2 

Table 3.5-2 

Table 3.5-2 

Table 3-2 

Table 3.5-2 

Table 3.5-2 

Table 3.5-2 

Table 3.5-3

Table 3.5-3 

Table 3.5-3 

Table 3.5-3

Present 
Section Cs)

Item No. 5 

Item No. 6 

Page 1 of 3 

Item No. 2 

Item Nos. 5 
and 6 

Item No. 9 

Page 2 of 3 

Item No. 18 

1st Footnote 

2nd Footnote 

Page 1 of 3

Item l.c

Items 1, 2 

Item No. 4.a

Change Cs)

Added the word "flow" after 
"1steam"; now to read 
if110% of full steam [flow] 

at full load".  

Changed "(low-low)" to "(LOW
LOW)".  

Changed "(1 of 3)" to "(Page 1 
of 4)" and put it at bottom of 
Table. Because of line 
spacing adjustments the table 
now consists of 4 pages. De
capitalized the titles and 
underlined them.  

Changed "Flow" to "Flux".  

Changed Greek symbol for capi
tal Delta to "Delta".  

Deleted the dash.  

Changed "Table 3-2 (Contin
ued)" to "Table 3.5-2" and 
put "(Page 2 of 4)" at bottom 
of Table. Added Table titles.  

Changed "Hot" to "hot".  

Added "are" to the footnote 
and the word "power" so that 
the footnote is now clearer.  

Added "is" 

Changed "(1 of 3)" to "(Page 
1 of 3)" and moved it to the 
bottom of the page. Decapi
talized titles and underlined 
the titles.  

Changed "steam" to "Steam".  

Changed "Shutdown" to "shut
down".  

Changed "Level-Low-Low" to 
"Level (Low-Low)" and hyphen
ated "Motor Driven" and 
hyphenated "Turbine Driven"



Present 
Section Cs)- Change Cs)

Table 3.5-4 

Table 3.5-4 

Table 3.5.  

Table .3.5.5 

Table 3.5.5 

Table 3.5.5

3.6-1 

3.6-1 

3.6-1

Page 1 of 1 

Item No. l.c.

Action Statement 
Item No. I 

Action Statement 
Item No. l.b 

Action Statement 
Item No. 3.b

Top of Page 

3.6.A.1, 
3.6.A.2 

3.6.A.1.f, 
& portions of 
3.6.A.2

Decapitalized titles and added 
underlines. Changed "(1 of 
1)" to "(Page 1 of 2)". The 
Table was expanded to two 
pages. Changed "Shutdown" to 
"shut-down".  

Added parenthesis around "one 
out of two".  

Changed to "Table 3.5-5". De
capitalized titles and under
lined the titles. Changed 
"Table 3.5.5 (continued)" to 
"Table 3.5-5" and instead of 
"(Continued)" put "(Page 2 of 
3)" at bottom of page. Added 
the table title to the second 
page and deleted "Footnotes:" 
Decapitalized,"ACTION STATE
MENTS". Changed "minimum 
channels operable" to -"Minimum 
Channels Operable".  

Changed "Table 3-5" to "Table 
3.5-5"1 in 2nd line of Action 
Statement No. 1 

Hyphenated "48 hour" 

Changed reference from 
"6.9.2.j" to "6.9.2.h" since 
Section 6.9.2.j of the IP2 
Tech. Specs. doesn't exist.  

Deleted underline under 
"CONTAINMENT SYSTEM".  
Decapitalized "APPLICABILITY" 
and "OBJECTIVE". Changed 
"SPECIFICATION" to 
"Specifications". Added a 
period at the end of the 
applicability and objective 
sections.  

Indented text.  

Moved to page 3.6-2 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.

Present 
Page(s)



Present 
Section(s) 

3.6.A.3.a.2 (c), 
3.6.A.3.a.2 (b)

Footnotes 2 & 3 

3.6.B, 3.6.c 
and portion of Basis 

3.6.B, 3.6.C 

BASIS 

BASIS, 3rd para.

Bottom of page 

Entire page 

4th line

3.6-3

Table 3.6-1

Objective 

Specification

Present 
Page (s) 

3.6-1a 

3.6-la

3.6-la 

3.6-2 

3.6-2 

3.6-2 

3.6-2

Change Cs) 

Renumbered page as 3.6-2 

Moved to page 3.6-3 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "not" to "Not" and 
"this" to "This".  

Moved to page 3.6-3 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Capitalized Section titles.  
In 3.6.B changed "Shutdown" to 
"shut down".  

Changed "BASIS" to "Basis".  

Changed " psig. (1)" to "psig 
(1)." and "psig. .(2)"1 to "1psig 
(2) ." 

Repeated the footnote on old 
page 3.6-1 (new page 3.6-2) 
for convenience.  

Moved to page 3.6-4 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Hyphenated "post accident".  

Changed "REFERENCES" to 
"References" and deleted 
dashes between "FSAR" and 
"Section" in the 3 references.  

Numbered page as "3.6-5".  
Changed "TABLE" to "Table" and 
deleted the underline.  
Decapitalized the Table title.  

Changed "availibility" to 
"availability".  

Changed "Specification" to 
"Specifications".

New Page 
3.6-3 

3.6-3 

3.6-3

3.7-1 

3.7-1



Present 
Page (s) 

3.7-1 

3.7-1 

3.7-1 

3.7-2 

3.7-2

3.7.B.3 

3.7.B.4 

3.7.C.3 

3.7.D.1 
and 3. 7.D. 2

3.7.D.1 and 
3.7.D.2 

3.7.D.l.c 
and 3.7.D.l.e 

3.7.D.l.f

3.7 .D.l. g

Present 
Section(s)_ 

3.7.A 

3.7.A.5 

3.7.A.6 

3.7.B1. 1 

3.7.B.2

Change(s) 

Decapitalized the first letter 
of the first word in each 
subsection (i.e., 3.7.A.1, 
3.7.A.2, etc.) and changed the 
period at the end of each 
subsection to a comma.  

Changed "on-site" to "onsite" 
in two places. Added "and" at 
the end of this section.  

Changed "Nos." to "nos.".  

Moved to page 3.7-1 as a 
result of line spacing adjust
ments. Inserted a space 
between "138" and "kv" and 
between "13.8" and "kv".  
Changed "off-site" to 
"offsite".  

Changed "off-site" to 
"offsite". Inserted a space 
between "138" and "W'", and 
between "13.8" and "Wv".  

Inserted a space between "138" 
and "kv". Capitalized the "s" 

in "specification". Inserted 
a space between "6.9" and "kv" 
in two places.  

Changed "dc" to "d.c." 

Deleted the comma after 
"then".  

Renumber Section "1" to "D.111 
and "2" to "D.2" to be 
clearer. Decapitalized the 
1st letter of the first word 
of each subsection of 3.7.D.  

Changed the periods at the end 
of each subsection to commas.  

Changed "on-site" to "onsite".  

Changed the period at the end 
of this subsection to ", and".  
Deleted the comma before 
"and".

3.7-2 

3.7-2 

3.7-2 

3.7-3

3.7-3 

3.7-3 

3.7-3 

3.7-3



Present 
Page (s) 

3.7-3 

3.7-3 

3.7-3 

3.7-3 

3.7-4 

3.7-4 

3.7-5 

3.7-5 

3.7-5

2nd Para.

1st Para.  
and part of 
second para.  

1st para., 
2nd line 

1st Para., 
4th line 

1st Para., 
6th line 

1st Para., 
7th and 8th lines 

2nd Para., 
2nd line

Present 
Section(s)_ 

3.7.D.2.a 

3.7.D.2.c 

3.7.D.2.f 

3.7.D.2.f, 
3.7.D.2.g 

Basis, 2nd Para.  

Basis, 6th Para.  

1st line 

7th line 

1st 5 lines

Change (s) 

Changed "on-site" to "onsite".  

Changed "138 ky'1 to "13.8 ky'1.  
This was a typo generated in 
Amendment N~o. 120.  

Changed "on-site" to "onsite" 
in two places and changed the 
period at the end of the sub
section to ", and".  

Moved to page 3.7-4 as a 
result of line spacing adjust
ments.  

Changed "plant. (1"to 
II plant (1.  

Changed "equipment. (1)" to 
"equipment (1)." and "hours.  
(2)" to "hours (2)." 

Changed "on site" to "onsite" 

Changed "insures" to 
ensures" 

moved to page 3.7-4 as a 
result of line spacing adjust
ments.  

Changed "shutdown" to 
"shut down" and "off-site" to 
"offsite".  

Moved to page 3.7-5 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "off-site" to 
"offsite".  

Changed "on-site" to "onsite".  
Changed "within" to "with".  

Changed "on-site" to 
fonsite".  

Changed "I(\T to "'.k' 

Changed "off-site" to 
"offsite".

3.7-5

3.7-6 

3.7-6 

3.7-6 

3.7-6 

3.7-6 

3.7-6



Present 
Page Cs) 

3.7-6 

3.7-6 

3.7-6 

3.7-6 

3.7-6 

3.9-1

3.9.A, 3.9.A.1, 
3.9.A.2, and 
3 .9.A.3 

3.9.A.2.a 

3.9.A.2.b 

3.9.A.2.d 

3.9.A.3 (i) and 
3.9.A.3 (ii) 

3.9.A.3(i) 

3.9.A.4

Present 
Section(s) 

2nd Para., 
3rd line 

3rd Para., 
2nd line 

3rd Para., 
3rd line 

4th Para., 
5th line 

References 

3.9

Change(s) 

Added a comma after 
"(nameplate rating)".  

Added a comma after 
"isolation".  

Hyphenated "locked open".  

Changed "Ky" to "ky't .  

Deleted the dashes between 
"FSAR" and "section".  

Deleted section title 
underline.  

Deleted the "" after each 
section title.  

Changed "channel" to 
"ichannels", "Operable" to 
"operable", and "offsite dose 
calculation manual" to 
"Offsite Dose Calculation 
Manual".  

Moved a portion to page 3.9-2 
as a result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Deleted this section. This 
section states that the 
provisions of Specification 
6.9.1.7.2.b are not 
applicable. Specification 
6.9.1.7.2.b no longer exists; 
therefore the reference is not 
correct.  

Changed "During" to "during" 
in each section.  

Added "to" preceeding "5 
mrems".  

Moved a portion of text to 
page 3.9-3 as a result of line 
spacing adjustments.

3.9-1 

3.9-1 

3.9-1 

3.9-2 

3.9-2 

3.9-2 

3.9-2



Present 
Page (s) 

3.9-3 

3.9-3 

3.9-4

3.9.B.3 and 
3.9.B.4 

3.9.B.3.a(i) 
and 3.9.B.3.a(ii)

3.9. B.3. a(i) 
3.9.B.4.a(i)

3.9.B.4.a(i) 
and 3.9.B.4.a(ii) 

3.9.B.4.a 

EWA&.4.  

3.9.B.5 

3.9.B.5.a

Present 
Section(s).  

3.9.A.4.b 

3.9.A.5 

3.90B, 3.9.B.1 
and 3.9.B.2 

3 .9.B.1 .a Ci) 
and 3.9.B.l.a(ii) 

3.9.B.1.c 

3.9.B.2.d

Change(s) 

Added a comma after "30 days"' 
and "'6.9.2"'. Added a ''('' to 
item iii.  

Changed the second section 
designation from "a." to "W'' 
since an "'a."' already exists.  

Deleted the ":" after each 
section title.  

Changed "'For"' to "'for"' in 
each section.  

Moved a portion of this 
section to page 3.9-5 as a 
result of line spacing adjust
ments.  

Deleted this section. This 
section stated that the provi
sions of Specification 
6.9.1.90b are not applicable.  
Specification 6.9.1.9.b no 
longer exists, therefore the 
reference is not correct.  

Deleted the ":" after each 
section title.  

Changed "'During"' to "'during"'.  

Changed the last "'and,"' to 
and".  

Moved (ii) to page 3.9-6 as a 
result of line spacing adjust
ments. Also changed "During"' 
to "'during"' in each section.  

Added a comma after "8 days".  

Hyphenated "half lives".  
Deleted comma after 
"identifies" . Changed 
"causes(s)" to "cause(s)".  

Deleted the ":" after the 
section title.  

Hyphenated "31 day" in two 
places.

3.9-4 

3.9-4 

3.9-4

3.9-5 

3.9-5 

3.9-5 

3.9-5 

3.9-5 

3.9-6 

3.9-6 

3.9-6



Present 
Page(s) 

3.9-6 

3.9-6 

3.9-7 

3.9-8 

3.9-8

3.9.D 

Basis

3rd Para.  

4th Para., 
8th line 

6th Para., 
2nd line 

6th Para., 
7th line 

6th Para., 
11th line

Present 
Section (s) 

3.9.B.5.b(i) 
3.9.B.5.b(ii), 
and 3.9.B.5.b(iii) 

3.9.B.5.b(i) 

3.9.B.6, 3.9.B.7 
and 3.9.C 

3.9.C.2, 
8th line 

3.9.C.2, 
10th line

Change(s) 

moved (ii) & (iii) to page 
3.9-7 as a result of line 
spacing adjustments.  
Decapitalized the first letter 
of the first word in each 
section.  

Changed the ""to a 

Deleted the ""after the 
section title.  

Changed "case" to "case," 

Changed "6.9.2" to "6.9.2," 

Deleted the ":"' at the end of 
the title.  

Moved a portion to page 3.9-9 
as a result of line spacing 
adjustments. The Basis was 
on pages 3.9-8 through 3.9-14; 
now it is on pages 3.9-9 
through 3.9-15 as a result of 
line spacing adjustments.  

Changed "systsms" to 
"systems". Changed "via s" to 
"1via a". Added "the" after 
"with" in last line, and 
deleted "the" before 
agreements" 

Changed "to he" to "to the".  

Changed "specification" to 
"Specification".  

Changed " "B" "1 to "1 B " 

Added commas after "that" 
and "controlled".

3.9.8 

3.9.8

3.9-9 

3.9-9 

3.9-9 

3.9-9 

3.9-9



Present 
Page(s) 

3.9-10 

3.9-10 

3.9-10 

3.9-11 

3.9-11 

3.9-11 

3.9-11 

3.9-12 

3.9-13 

3.9-13 

3.9-13 

3.9-13 

3.9-13 

3.9-14 

3.9-14

Present 
Section(s) 

3rd Para., 
5th line 

3rd Para., 
6th line 

3rd Para., 
last line 

1st Para., 
2nd line 

1st Para., 
4th line 

4th Para., 
2nd line 

4th Para., 
last line 

1st Para., 
2nd line 

1st Para., 
2nd line 

1st Para., 
5th line 

1st Para., 
7th line 

1st Para., 
8th line 

6th Para., 
1st line 

2nd Para., 
4th line 

3rd Para., 
10th line

Change(s) 

Changed the order of the 
quotation mark and the 
period.  

Added a comma after "Part 50".  

Deleted the period after 
"Appendix I" and added a "to".  
Deleted a comma af ter "Part 
50"1.  

Deleted the comma after 
"tanks".  

Added a comma after "10 CFR 
20".  

Changed "specification" to 
"Specification".  

Added a comma after "and 64".  

Added a comma after "III.A" 
and before "and".  

Hyphenated "half lives".  

Deleted ":" after "were".  

Added "," after "man".  

Hyphenated "meat producing".  

Changed "specification" to 
"Specification".  

Hyphenated "plant generated".  

Changed "fuelcycle" to "fuel 
cycle".



Present 
Page(s) 

3.9-14 

3.9-14 

3.9-15 

3.9-15 

3.9-15 

3.9-15 

3.9-16 

3.9-16 

3.9-16 

3.9-16 

3.9-17 

3.9-17 

3.9-17 

3.9-18 

3.9-18 

3.9-18 

3.9-18

Present 
Section(s)_ 

3rd Para., 
21st and 22nd 
lines 

4th Para., 
4th line 

Entire Page 

Table titles 

Item 2.a 

Items 4.a 
and 4.b 

Entire Page 

Top of Page 

Action 1 

Actions 2-5 

Entire Page 

Table Titles 

Item la 

Entire Page 

Top of Page

Change(s) 

Changed "3.11.1.1" to 
"3.9.A.1" and "3.11.2.1" to 
"3.9.B.1". The references 
were incorrect.  

Added "," after "limited to".  

Now 3.9-16 as-a result of line 
spacing adjustments.  

Decapitalized the titles.  

Changed "water" to "Water".  

Changed "Distallate" to 
"Distillate" 

Now page 3.9.17 as a result of 
line spacing adjustments.  

Added the title of the table 
and decapitalized "TABLE 
NOTATION".  

Changed "operable" to 
"Operable". Changed ";" to 
"1.11 at the end of-Item b.  

Changed "operable" to 
"Operable".  

Now page 3.9-18 as a result 
of line spacing adjustments.  

Decapitalized the titles.  

Deleted period after "Alarm".  

Now page 3.9-18 as a result of 
line spacing adjustments.  

Added table title.  

Deleted the "," after 
"permitted".  

Changed "offgases" to 
"of f-gases".



Present 
Section(s) 

Action 4 

Action 6.b

Present 
Page Cs) 

3.9-18 

3.9-18 

3.9-18 

3.10-1

Objectives 

3.10.1 

3.10.2.1 

3.10.2.1 

3.10.2.1

Change Cs) 

Changed "dailly" to "daily".  

Changed ";" to ".".  

Moved to Page 3.9-17 for 
consistency.  

Deleted underline under 
title. Deleted ":" after 
"Applicability" , "Objectives"1 

and "Specifications" 

Deleted "To ensure:". Changed 
"1. core"~ to "l to ensure 
core". Changed "2.  
acceptable" to "2. to ensure 
acceptable". Changed "3.  
limit" to "3. to limit".  

Inserted "that" before 
"shown".  

Hyphenated "low power" 

Moved text following ". ..must 
meet the following limits:" to 
page 3.10-2 to accomodate 
spacing adjustments.  

Removed underline from "(b) 
For 25% steam generator 
tube plugging:".

3.10- 3.1.2.2Hyphenated "full power".

* and * 

3.10

3.10-1 

3.10-1 

3.10-1 

3.10-1 

3.10-1

3.10-1 3.10.2.2



Present 
Page(s) 

3.10-2 

3.10-3 

3.10-4 

3.10-4 

3.10-4 

3.10-5 

3.10-6 

3.10-6 

3.10-6

3.10.3.1, 
3.10.3.2 

3.10. -3.3, 3.10.3.4, 
3.10.-4, 3.10.4.1, 
3.10.'4.2, 3.10.4.3 
3. 10. 4.4 

3.10.5, 3.10.5.1.1, 
3.10.5.1.2, 3.10.5.2, 
3.10.5.3, 3.10.6 
3.10.6.1 

3. 10. 6.1 

3.10.6.1b., 3.10.6.2, 
3.10.6.3 

3.10.7, 3.10.7.1, 
3.10.7.2, 3.10.7.3

Present 
Section(s) 

3.10.2.3, 
3 .10. 2.4 

3.10.2.6.3, 
3.10.2.7, 
3.10.2.7.1, 
3 .10.2 .7.2 

3 .10.2 .8 

3 .10. 2.8 
Second line

Moved text to page 
3.10-8 to accomodate 
spacing adjustments.

Change(s) 

Moved text to page 3.10-3 
to accomodate spacing 
adjustments.  

Move text to page 3.10-4 to 
accomodate spacing 
adjustments.  

Corrected typographical error; 
"3.10.2.6" changed to 
"3.10.2.8".  

Changed "3.10.2.5 1" to 
"3.10.2.5.1".  

Moved text starting with the 
word "reduce..." on the fourth 
line through paragraph a) of 
3.10.3.2 including the word, 
Ior-"1 to page 3.10-5 to 

accomodate spacing 
adjustments.  

Moved entire text on this page 
to page 3.10-6 to accomodate 
spacing adjustments.  

Moved text through paragraph 
3.10.6.1a. to page 3.10-7 to 
accomodate spacing 
adjustments.  

Sixth line of 3.10.6.1; 
changed "withdrawn or:" to 
"withdrawn, or".  

Moved text following 3.10.6.1a 
to page 3.10-8 to accomodate 
spacing adjustments.

3.10-7



Present 
Section Cs) 

3.10.7.1

Change (s) 

On second line of 3.10.7.1 
changed "or fails" to "or 
which fails"

310-73.10.8, 3.10.9 
3.10.10

Moved text of to page 
accomodate spacing 
adjustments.

3.10-9 to

Basis

1st Para., 
2nd line 

1st Para., 
3rd line 

2nd Para., 
2nd line 

Basis 2st Para., 
3rd & 5th lines 

3rd & 
4th Para.  

1st to 4th 
Para.  

3rd Para., 
2nd line 

3rd Para., 
6th line

Moved text of first two 
paragraphs to page 3.10-9 to 
accomodate spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "...and those 
events.. ." to "...and for 
those events...".  

Changed "related" to "relate".  

Changed "Kw/ft" to kw/ft'.  

Changed "loss of coolant" to 
"loss-of-coolant".  

Moved to page 3.10-10 to 
accomodate spacing 
adjustments.  

Moved to page 3.10-10 to 
accomodate spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "specification" to 
"Specification".  

Changed "loss of coolant" to 
"loss-of-coolant".

Present 
Page Cs) 

3.10-7

3.10-8

3.10-8 

3.10-8 

3.10-8 

3.10-8 

3.10-8 

3.10-9 

3.10-9 

3.10-9

3.10-7



Present Present 
Page(s) Section(s) Change(s) 

3.10-9 5th Para. Moved to page 3.10-11 to 
accomodate spacing 
adjustments.  

3.10-9 5th Para., Changed "thorugh" to 
7th line "through".  

3.10-10 Basis First paragraph, lines six and 
eight, changed "basis" to 
"bases". Also on line eight, 
changed "lanomolies" to 
"1anomalies".  

3.10-10 Basis Move text of first three 
paragraphs through the word 
"1maximum" on the fifth line of 
the third paragraph to page 
3.10-11 to accomodate spacing 
adjustments.  

3.10-10 Basis Third paragraph, starting with 
the word "instrumentation" on 
the fifth line and all text 
following have been moved to 
page 3.10-12 to accomodate 
spacing adjustments.  

3.10-10 Basis Condition no. 4., second line; 
added comma after "limits".  

3.10-10 Basis Eighth paragraph, third line; 
changed "1 through 4" to "(1 
through 4) ". Also, fifth 
line; changed "low power" to 
"low-power" 

3.10-11 Basis First paragraph, first four 
lines through the word 
"varies" have been moved to 
page 3.10-12 to accomodate 
spacing adjustments.  

3.10-11 Basis First paragraph, fourth line, 
following the word "varies" 
and all text following have 
been moved to page 3.10-13 to 
accomodate spacing 
adjustments.



Present Present 
Page(s) Section(s) Change(s) 

3.10-11 Basis Second paragraph, second line; 
changed "rupper bound" to 
"upper-bound".  

3.10-li Basis Third paragraph, fourth, 
sixth, seventh, ninth, and 
eighteenth lines; changed 

"full power" to "full-power" 

3.10-11 Basis Fourth paragraph, second line, 
change "1part power" to 
part-power" 

3.10-12 Basis First paragraph, first line 
through the words "Therefore, 
the" have been moved to page 
3.10-13 to accomodate spacing 
adjustments.  

3.10-12 Basis First paragraph, first line 
starting with the word 
"specifications" and all text 
following have been moved to 
page 3.10-14 to accomodate 
spacing adjustments.  

3.10-13 Basis First paragraph, seventh line, 
added comma after the word 
"hours" 

3.10-13. Basis First Paragraph, next to last 
line; deleted "be".  

3.10-13 Basis Text through the sixth line of 
the third paragraph, including 
the word "cause" has been 
moved to page 3.10-15 to 
accomodate spacing 
adjustments.  

3.10-13 Basis Sixth line of the third 
paragraph, following the word 
"cause" and text that follows 
have been moved to page 
3.10-16 to accomodate spacing 
adjustments.  

3.10-14 Basis First paragraph, first and 
fourth lines; changed "two 
hour" to "two-hour".



Present Present 
Page(s) Section(s) Change(s) 

3.10-14 Basis First paragraph, sixth line; 
changed "full core" to 
"full-core". Also, on seventh 
line; changed "hours" to 
"hour" 

3.10-14 Basis Text through the fourth 
paragraph, third line and 
including the word "break" has 
been moved to page 3.10-16 to 
accomodate spacing 
adjustments.  

3.10-14 Basis Third line of the fourth 
paragraph following the word 
"break" and all text that 
follows has been moved to page 
3.10-17 to accomodate spacing 
adjustments.  

3.10-14 Basis Fourth paragraph, last line; 
added period after the word 
"olow" 

3.10-15 Basis First paragraph, seventh line; 
changed "end of life" to 
"end-of-life".  

3.10-15 Basis Second paragraph, first line; 
changed " low power" to 
"low-power" and "zero power" 
to "zero-power".  

3.10-15 Basis Text through the third 
paragraph, eleventh line, 
including the words ". .. worth 
of a rod..." has been moved to 
page 3.10-17 to accomodate 
spacing adjustments.  

3.10-15 Basis All text following the words 
"worth of a rod" on the 
eleventh line of the third 
paragraph has been moved to 
page 3.10-18 to accomodate 
spacing adjustments.  

3.10-16 Basis First line, top of page; 
changed "fully inserted" to 
"fully-inserted"



Present 
Page (s) 

3. 10-16 

3.10-16

Present 
Section(s) 

Reference 

Basis & Reference

Figure 3.10-1 

Figure 3.10-2

Figure 3.10-3 

Figure 3.10-4

Change Cs) 

Changed "REFERENCE: to 
"Reference" and deleted comma 
after "Indian Point Unit No.  
2"1.  

Entire text on this page moved 
to page 3.10-18 to accomodate 
spacing adjustments.  

Moved Table title to top of 
page. Changed ""vso to 
"versus". Changed "Figure" to 
"FIGURE". Changed "BORON 
CONC." to "Boron 
Concentration". Changed "% 
REACTIVITY - SHUTDOWN MARGIN", 
to " % Reactivity - Shutdown 

Margin." 

Moved "Figure 3.10-2" to below 
the figure and changed 
"Figure" to "FIGURE". Changed 
"(feet)" to "(Feet)". Changed 
one of the data point labels 
from "(10.8.0.940)" to "(10.8, 
0.940)". Changed "tube 
plugging levels" to "Tube 
Plugging Levels".  

Moved "Figure 3.10-3" to below 
the figure and changed 
"Figure" to "FIGURE". Changed 
"100 Step Overlay" to "(100 
Step Overlay)".

Moved "Figure 3.10-4" 
the figure and 
"Figure" to "FIGURE".  
"100 Step Overlay" 
Step Overlay".

Figure 3.10-5

to below 
changed 
Changed 

to "100

Centered "Figure 3.10-5" at 
bottom of page and changed 
"Figure" to "FIGURE". Moved 
Figure title to the top of 
page, centered it, and 
capitalized the title.  
Decapitalized the remaining 
figure labels.



Present 
Section(s). Change(s)

Figure 3.10-6

Section Title 

Objective 

Specification 

3.11.A and 
3.11.B 

Footnote

Basis, 1st 
Para.

Basis, 2nd Para.  

Specification 

3.12.1, 1st Para.  

3.12.2 

3.12.2.b.i 
and 3.12.2.b.ii

3.12.3

Changed "Figure 3.10-6"1 to 
"FIGURE 3.10-6". Moved figure 
title to top of page and 
capitalized it. Decapitalized 
the remaining figure labels.  
Added a comma after "Power" in 
the y-axis label.  

Changed "IN-CORE" TO "INCORE".  

Changed "in-core" to "incore" 
and "off-set" to "offset".  

Changed "Specification" to 
"Specifications".  

Changed "off-set" to "offset" 
and deleted the asterisk.  

Deleted the footnote since it 
is no longer applicable. It 
was a one-time exception of.  
the Tech. Specs. that has 
already occurred.  

Changed "In-core" to "Incore".  
Changed "ex-core" to "excore".  

Changed "In-core" to "Incore".  

Changed "Specification" to 
"Specifications".  

Deleted the comma after 
operation. Switched the order 
of the footnote symbol and 
the period.  

Changed "a)" to "a." and 
"b) " to "b." 

Moved to page 3.12-2 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "a)" to "a." and 
"b) " to "b..

Present 
Page(s)

3.11-1 

3.11-1 

3.11-1 

3.11-1 

3.11-1

3.11-1 

3.11-1 

3.12-1 

3.12-1 

3.12-1 

3.12-1

3.12-2



Present 
Page(s) 

3.12-2 

Table 3.12-1 

Table 3.12-1 

Table 3.12-1 

Table 3.12-1

Table 3.12-1 

Table 3.12-1 

Table 3.12-1 

Table 3.12-1 

Table 3.12-1 

Table 3.12-1

Present 
Section (s)

Basis

Change Cs)

Portion 
to Page 
of line

of Basis was moved 
3.12-3 as a result 
spacing adjustments.

For each page of the Table, 
deleted (sheet X of 13) at top 
of page and numbered the page 
at bottom starting with 
3.12-4. Also underlined the 
title on each page.  
Hyphenated "Safety Related".  
Also, some snubbers were moved 
to subsequent pages as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.

Sheet 1, 6th line 

Sheet 1, Bottom 
Sheet 4, Bottom

Sheet 4

Sheet 5

Sheet 6

Sheet 9

Sheet 5 

Sheet 9 

Sheet 11

Changed "75" to "75'".  

Changed "Amendement" 
to "Amendment".

Deleted snubbers 17-SR-1 and 
17-SR-3 pursuant to the 
current Tech. Spec.  
Table 3.12-1 (sheet 13 of 
13) footnote **. These 
snubbers were physically 
removed during a previous 
outage.  

Deleted Snubbers 17-SR-4, 
SR-896, 38-SR-ll, 38-SR-20 
and 38-SR-23 for the same 
reason as above.  

Deleted snubbers SR-881, 
SR-922A and SR-922B for the 
same reason as above.  

Deleted snubbers 317-SR-l, 
SR-766 and SR-766A for the 
same reason as above.  

Changed "nubber" to "Snubber".  

Add an inch symbol after "3W" 
for Snubber SR-736.  

Changed " 73'-6'" to 
"7316" "for snubber SR-M35.



Present 
Section (s) Change(s)

Table 3.12-1 

Table 3.12-1

Table 3.12-1 

Table 3.12-1 

Table 3.12-1 

Table 3.12-1

Table 3.12-1

3.13-1 

3.13-1 

3.13-1 

3.13-1

3.13-1 

3.13-1

Sheets 11 & 12 
for S/G Snubbers 

First line of 
Sheet 12

Sheet 13 

Note (1) 

Note (2), 
Item 2 

Note (2), 
Item 3

Sheet 13

Top of page 

3.13.A 

3.13.A.1 and 

3.13.A.l.a, 
3.13.A.1.b, 
3.13.A.1.c 

3.13.A.1.a 

3.13.A.1.b

Deleted the "-" between 
and "El". Changed "El" 
"EL"1. Deleted"" 
"El". Underlined "Steam 
Changed "thru" to "and" 
Nos. 21 and 22.

"IC"1 

to 
after 

Gen. ".  
f or SG

Deleted first line since it 
is a duplicate of the last
line of the previous page 
(sheet 11 of 13).  

Changed "TABLE" to "Table" 
in the title.  

Changed "Location:" to 
"Locations:" 

Changed "remove. (Because of 
size and/or location) ." to 
"remove because of size and/or 
location.".  

Changed "operation.* (Because" 
to "operation because" 
Changed "environment) ." to 
fienvironment. * ' 

Deleted the second footnote, 
which was designated by a 
double-asterisk. This foot
note is not longer in effect.  

Deleted underline under title.  
Changed "Specification" to 
"Specifications".  

Capitalized title and 
hyphenated "High Pressure".  

Hyphenated "high pressure" 
3.13.A.l.a

Changed "Two" to 
"la" and "All" to 
respectively.

"two", "A"l to 
"iall",

Changed the ""to , 

Changed the ""to ",and".

Present 
Page (s)



Present 
Page Cs) 

3.13-1 

3.13-1 

3.13-1 

3.13-2 

3.13-2 

3.13-2 

3.13-2 

3.13-2 

3.13-2 

3.13-3 

3.13-3 

3.13-3 

3.13-3 

3.13-3 

3.13-4 

3.13-4

Change Cs)

Present 
Section(s) 

3.13.A.2, 
4th line 
and 5th line 

3.13.A.2, 
3.13.A.3 

3.13.A.3, 
1st line 

3.13.A.3.b 

3.13.A.3.ii 

3.13.A.3.c, 
3.13.B 

3.13.B 

3.13.B.l.a 

3.13.B.1.b 

3.13.C and 
3.13.D 

3.13.C.l.a 
3.13.C.l.b 
3.13.C.1.c 

3.13.C.2 

3.13.C.2.b, 
3rd line 

3.13.D.2.a, 
3.13.D.2.b 

3.13.D.2.c 

3.13.E Moved to page 
result of 
adjustments.  
titles.

3.13-5 as a 
line spacing 

Capitalized

Changed "then," to ",then" and 
added a comma after "50.73".  

Moved text to page 3.13-2 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Hyphenated "high pressure" and 
changed "specification" to 
"Specification".  

Changed "Wi" to "i" and 

Changed "specification" to 
"Specification".  

Moved text to page 3.13-3 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Capitalized title.  

Changed ""to "" 

Changed ""to "" 

Capitalized titles. Moved 
text to page 3.13-4 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "Penetration" to 
penetration" 

Added ":" at end of sentence.  

Added a "," after "50.73".  

to Changed the dash to a 

Added a "," after "50.73".



Present 
Page (s) 

3.13-4 

3.13-4 

3.13-4 

3.13-5

Present 
Section(s) 

3.13.E.2.b 

3.13.F and 
Basis 

3.13.F.2.b 

Basis

Table 3.13-1 

Table 3.13-1 

Table 3.13-1

Table 3.13-2 

Table 3.13-2

Top of each 
page 

Bottom of each 
page 

2nd page, 
Item 22 

Top of each 
page 

Bottom of each 
page

Table 3.13-2

3.14. a 

3.14b 

3.14b

Change Cs) 

Added a "," after "50.73".  

Moved to page 3.13-6 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Added a "," after "50.73".  

Text moved to page 3.13-6 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Deleted "(x of 2)". Changed 
underline format for column 
titles.  

Added page numbers and 
shifted "Amendment No." from 
right-hand side of page to the 
left-hand side of page.  

Deleted "**" for item No. 22 
and footnote. These are 
out-of-date. The "effective 
date" for compliance has 
passed.  

Deleted " (x of 2)" 

Added page number and shifted 
"Amendment No." from 
right-hand side of page to the 
left-hand side of page.  

Deleted "**" for items No. 14 
through No. 17 and deleted 
footnote. These are 
out-of-date. The "effective 
date" for compliance has 
passed.  

Changed section number from 
"3.14.a:" to "3.14.a".  

Changed section number 
from "3.14b" to "3.14.b".  

Changed "Hot Shutdown" to 
"hot shutdown" and "Cold 
shutdown" to "cold shutdown".

3.14-1 

3.14-1 

3.14-1



Present 
Section(s) 

3.15 Title 

3.15.B, 
4th line 

Basis, last 
line

Present 
Page (s) 

3.15-1 

3.15-1 

3.15-1 

3.15-2

Specification 

Spec. A 

Spec. B 

Basis 

3rd Para., 
Basis

4.1

4. 1. c

Change (s) 

Deleted underline.  

Changed the reference 
"6.9.2.i"l to "6.9.2.g". The 
reference was incorrect.  
Changed "specification" to 
"Specification".  

Changed "Rev. 0" to "Rev. 0".  

Decaptialized the titles and 
deleted the underline under 
the Table identifier. Changed 
"TABLE 3.15.-l" to "Table 
3.15-1".  

Changed "Specification" to 
"Specifications".  

Added a comma after "13500F".  
Deleted comma after "vent".  

Moved to Page 3.16-2 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "BASIS" to "Basis".  

Moved to Page 3.16-3 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed section number from 
"14."1 to "4.0" for consistency.  
Deleted underline and capita
lized the title.  

Capitalized the title. Chang
ed "Specification" to "Speci
fications".  

In the third bullet changed 
"Items 2, 6" to "Items 2 and 
6".

Portion of 
4.1.c and 
Basis

Moved to page 4.1-2 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.

Titles

3.16-1 

3.16-1 

3.16-1 

3.16-2 

3.16-2

4.1-1 

4.1-1 

4.1-1

4.1-1



Present 
Section(s) 

Basis, 
a.  

Basis, 
b. and c.

Formula and 
subsequent text

Table 4.1-1

Table 4.1-1 

Table 4. 1-1 

Table 4. 1-1 

Table 4. 1-1

Table 4.1-1 

Table 4.1-1

1st sheet

Item 1

Item 2

Item 7

Footnote *

Sheet 1

2nd sheet 
through the 
final sheet

Present 
Page(s) 

4.1-2 

4.1-2

Added ")" after "Low".

Deleted the second sentence 
in its entirety. This sent
ence was applicable in 1976 
on a one-time basis only. It 
no longer remains effective.  

Added page number at bottom of 
page.  

Deleted "Continue". Decapi
talized "TABLE" and added 
table title. Changed "Cali
bration - And" to "Calibra
tions, and ".Added page 
numbers.

Table 4. 1-1 2nd Sheet Deleted Item 16.  
stated "Deleted".  
subsequent Items.

Item 16.  
Renumbered

Change (s) 

Changed "Check" to "CHECK".  

Moved to page 4.1-3 as a 
result of line spacing adjust
ments. Also, capitalized and 
underlined the section titles.  

Moved to page 4.1-4 as a 
result of line spacing adjust
ments.  

Decapitalized "TABLE" and 
deleted underline.  
Decapitalized the table title.  
Changed "Calibration-" to 
"Calibrations" in table title.  
Added column headings to table 
consistent with the headings 
on the remaining sheets.  

Changed the greek symbol for 
delta to "delta". Changed 
"off-set" to "offset".  

Added "in" to "when service" 
so it now reads "when in 
service"

4.1-3



Present 
Page (s) 

Table 4.1-1 

Table 4.1-1 

Table 4.1-1 

Table 4.1-1 

Table 4.1-2

Table 4.1-2

Table 

Table 

Table 

Table

Present 
Section(s)

Item 18 

Items 21.A 
to 21.E 

Item 29.a.  

Item 30

Item 5 

Item 8 

Footnotes 

Footnote 2 

Page 1 of 1 

Items 3 and 4 

Items 1-5 

Item 8 

Footnotes

4.1-2 

4.1-2 

4.1-2 

4.1-3

Table 4.1-3

Table 

Table 

Table 

4.2-1 

4.2-1

Table 

Table

4.1-3 

4.1-3' 

4.1-3

4.2 

4.2.4

4.2-1 

4.2-1

1st page 

2nd page

Change Cs) 

Renumbered as 17.a, 17.b, 17.c 
and inserted a blank line 
between each.  

Changed to "20.a." 
to "20.e.".  

Changed "400V Emergency Bus" 
to "480V Emergency Bus" 
This was a typo. We don't 
have a 400V emergency bus.  

Deleted the ":" after "Feed
water".  

Decapitalized titles and 
underlined the title of the 
table.  

Deleted since Item 5 stated 
"Deleted". Subsequent items 
were renumbered accordingly.  

Changed "NA*" to "N.A.*".  

Changed "NA" to "N.A."1.  

Hyphenated "half life".  

Decapitalized titles. Deleted 
"(1 of 1)" at top of page.  

Changed "Set point" to 
"Setpoint".  

Changed "*"to "" 

Changed "****" to 

Changed "~"to "*" and 

Capitalized title.  

Moved a portion of the text to 
page 4.2-2 as a result of line 
spacing adjustments.  

Added page number.  

Deleted "(cont'd)" on top of 
page. Added page number.



Present 
Section (s) 

4.3 

4.3 

a), b) and c) 

c)

Basis, 1st 
Para.  

Basis, 2nd 
Para.  

Reference

Figure 4.3-1

4.4 

4.4 

Section Title 

4.4.A.1.a 

d 

3 

B 

B.3 and 
C.1

4.4-3 C

Present 
Page(s) 

4.3-1 

4.3-1 

4.3-1 

4.3-1

Change (s) 

Deleted underline under title.  

Changed "Specification" to 

"Specifications".  

Changed to "a.", "b." and " c." 

for consistency.  

Changed "yrs." to "years" 

Changed "doe" to "does".  
Hyphenated "leak tight".  

Changed "non-desctructive" 
to "non-destructive" 
Hyphenated "leak tightness".  

Changed "1." to "(1)" and 
deleted the comma.  

Moved Figure title to top of 
figure. Changed "Figure 
4.3-1" to "FIGURE 4.3-1".  

Deleted underline under title.  

Changed "Specification" to 
"Specifications".  

Capitalized the section title.  

Hyphenated "full pressure" 

Moved to page 4.4-1 as a 
result of line spacing adjust
ments.  

Deleted the "," after "(during 
plant shutdown)" changed 
"shutdown" to "shutdown".  
Changed "in service" to 
"inservice".  

Capitalized the section title.  

moved to page 4.4-2 as a 
result of line spacing adjust
ments.  

Capitalized the Section Title.

4.3-1 

4.3-1 

4.3-2

4.4-1 

4.4-1 

4.4-1 

4.4-1 

4.4-2 

4.4-2 

4.4-2 

4.4-3



Present 
Section(s)

~1 ~ 

/1

Change(s)

Changed "6-months" to 
"6 months".  

Capitalized title.

D.1. e, 
D. 2.a, 
and D. 2. b 

D.3 

E 

F, G

4.4-4 

4.4-4 

4.4-4 

4.4-5 

4.4-5 

4.4-5 

4.4-6 

4.4-6 

4.4-6 

4.4-7 

4.4-7 

4.4-7 

4.4-7 

4.4-8

Moved to page 4.4-3 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "Table" to "table".  

Capitalized title.  

Moved to page 4.4-4 as a 
result of line spacing adjust
ments. Capitalized titles.  

Changed "specification" to 
"Specifications".  

Capitalized the title.  

Moved to page 4.4-5 as a 
result of line spacing adjust
ments. Capitalized titles.  

Changed I.(1)" to "t(1)." 

Changed "(2)" to "t(2)," 

Moved to Page 4.4-6 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "lOCFRlO0" to 
"10 CFR 100" and ". (3)" to 
"9(3) .".  

Changed "First" to "The first 
consideration" and deleted 
the "," after "liner". Added 
":" after "because of".  

Changed ";" to "" 

Moved to page 4.4-7 as a 
result of line spacing adjust
ments.

Present 
Page Cs) 

4.4-3 

4.4-3

C.1

H.l.b, H.2, H.3, 
H.4, and portion 
of Basis 

Basis, 1st Para., 
2nd line 

Last Para., 
5th line 

Entire page 

2nd Para.  

Last Para.  

Last Para., 
(a) and (b) 

Entire Page



Present 
Page (s) 

4.4-9 

4.4-9 

4.4-9 

4.4-9

Table 4.4-1 

Table 4.4-1

Table 4.4-1 

Table 4.4-1 

Table 4.4-1

4.5-1 

4.5-1 

4.5-1 

4.5-1

Present 
Section (s) 

1st Para.  

2nd, 3rd and 
4th Para.  

2nd Para.  

4th Para.  

Pages 1-14 

Pages 1-14

Pages 5 and 6 

Page 14 of 14 

Page 14 of 14

4.5

4.5 .A. 1.b 

4.5.A.l.d 

4.5.A.l.d

Change (s) 

Moved to page 4.4-7 as a 
result of line spacing adjust
ments.  

Moved to Page 4.4-8 as a re
sult of line spacing adjust
ments.  

Changed "off-site" to 
"offsite".  

Hyphenated "post accident" 
and hyphenated "fan cooler".  

Deleted "(Page X of 14)".  
Decapitalized title and 
underlined it. Added page 
"No. 4.4-X" at bottom of 
pages.  

Adjusted line spaces.  
Certain valves were 
moved to preceeding or 
succeeding pages as a result 
of line spacing adjustments.  

Changed "Steam Gener." to 
"SG" in 8 lines.  

Notes 1 and 2 moved to 
Page 4.4-18.  

Notes 3-7 moved to page 
4.4-19. Added "Notes 
(continued) :" under Table 
title on Page 4.4-19.  

Changed "Specification" to 
"Specifications".  

Added "," after "that is".  

Changed "856 A,C,D&E" to 
"856 A, C, D and E".  

Moved a portion of text to 
page 4.5-2 as a result of 
line spacing adjustments.

Capitalized the titles.4.5-2 4.5. B, 
4.5. C



Present 
Page (s) 

4.5-2 

4.5-3 

4.5-3 

4.5-3

2 .b

D.3.a 

5, 6 

E 

E.2

E.2.b 
and E. 2. c

Present 
Section Cs)_ 

4.5.C.4 

4.5.D 

2 

2.a, 2.b, 
2.c

Change Cs) 

Hyphenated "two month".  

Capitalized the title.  
Moved a portion of the text 
to Page 4.5-2 as a result of 
line spacing adjustments.  
Changed "Specification 3.3B" 
to "Specification 3.3.B".  
Changed "demonstrated opera
ble" to "demonstrated to be 
operable".  

Added a comma af ter 
"18 months".  

Changed "Verifying" to 
"verifying" in these 3 
sections. Changed "a)" to 
a." "b) " to "1b. 1; ''c) " to 
c.  

Deleted the comma after 
"conditions" 

Changed "flow rate if 65,600" 
to "flow rate of 65,600".  

Moved to page 4.5-3 as a re
sult of line spacing adjust
ments.  

Changed Section No. "15"' to 
"4", and No. "6" to "5" since 
Section 4 doesn't exist.  

Capitalized the title.  
Changed "shall be demonstra
ted operable" to "shall be 
demonstrated to be operable".  

Changed "a)" to "a." and 
"b)" to "b.". Changed "Veri
fying" to "verifying" in 
both sections.  

Moved a portion of these 
sections to page 4.5-4 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.

4.5-3 

4.5-3 

4.5-4 

4.5-4 

4.5-4 

4.5-4

4.5-5



Present 
Page (s) 

4.5-5 

4.5-5 

4.5-6 

4.5-6 

4.5-6 

4.5-6 

4.5-7

F. 4. a 
and F. 4. b 

F.5, F.6 
and a portion 
of G.1 

G 

G.1

Present 
Section Cs)

E.2.c and 
E.2.d 

E.4.a and 
E.2.b 

E.4.c, E.5 
E.6 

F 

F.2 

F.2.a 

F.2.b and 
F.2.c 

F.3

Change (s) 

Changed "c)" to "c." and 
"d)" to "d.". Changed 
"Verifying" to "verifying" 
in both sections.  

Changed "Verifying" to 
,'verifying".  

Moved to page 4.5-5 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Capitalized the title.  

Added a comma after 
"refueling operations"~ and 
before "or".  

Changed "a)" to "a." and 
"Verifying" to "verifying"..  

Changed "b)" to "b." and 
c)"' to "c .". Changed 

"Verifying" to "verifying".  
Moved sections b and c to 
page 4.5-6 as a result of 
line spacing adjustments.  

Moved a portion of the text 
to page 4.5-6 as a result of 
line spacing adjustments.  

Changed "a)" to "a." and 
"b)" to "b.". Changed 
"Verifying" to "verifying".  

Moved to page 4.5-7 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Capitalized the title and 
hyphenated "POST ACCIDENT" 
in both the title and in the 
1st line of the specification.  

Added a comma after "18 
months" and before "or".

4.5-7

4.5-7 

4.5-8 

4.5-8 

4.5-8



Present 
Section (s)_ 

G.l.a, 
G.l.b, 
G.l.c 

G.2, G.3, 
GA4 and 
G.5

G. 3 

G.4

Basis 

2nd Para.  

1st line 

3rd Para.  

3rd Para., 
last line

4.5-9 

4.5-9 

4.5-10 

4.5-10 

4.5-11 

4.5-11 

4.5-11 

4.5-11 

4.5-12 

4.5-12 

4.5-12 

4.5-12 

4.5-13 

4.6-1

Present 
Page (s) 

4.5-8 

4.5-9

Change (s) 

Changed "a) " to "a." 1111b)"' 
to "b." and "0)" to "oc.".  
Changed "Verifying" to 
"verifying".  

Moved to page 4.5-8 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "a)" to "a.", "b)" to 
"b." and "Verifying" to 
"verifying".  

Deleted the dash between 
"ANSI" and "N510".  

Deleted the ":" after the 
title.  

Changed ".(l)" to "1(1)."1.  

Changed "D & E" to "D and E".  

Changed ".(2)" to "1(2).".  

Changed "lOCFRlOO contine" 
to "10 CFR 100 continue".  

Hyphenated "High efficiency".  

Hyphenated "35 day".  

Changed "10CFR100" to 
"10 CFR 100".  

Hyphenated "post accident".  

Hyphenated "high efficiency".  

Moved to Page 4.5-11 as a 
result of line spacing adjust
ments.  

Changed "Specification" to 
"Specifications". Changed 
"1surveillance" to "surveil
lances"

4th Para., 
4th line 

2nd Para., 
8th line 

2nd Para., 
last line 

3rd Para., 
1st line 

4th Para., 
2nd line 

1st Para., 
and References 

4.6



Present 
Page (s) 

4.6-1 

4.6-1 

4.6-1 

4.6-1 

4.6-2 

4.6-2 

4.6-2 

4.6-2 

4.6-2 

4.6-2

C.2 

C. 3

E and 1st Basis 
Para.

Basis, 1st Para., 
last line 

Basis, 2nd Para.  

Entire page

2nd Para., 5th 
line

Present 
Section(s) 

4.6.A 

4.6.A.3, 
1st line 

4.6.A.3, 
3rd line 

4.6.A.3, 
4th line 

4.6.A.4 

3 

C, D

Capitalized title and 
underlined it.

Changed "IAC"I to "ac.  

Changed "kw" to "kW' in 
two locations.  

Text moved to page 4.6-3 
as a result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "750 KW"I to "750 kW'.

Change (s) 

Capitalized the title and 
underlined it.  

Added a comma after "outage".  

Added a comma after "signal".  

Replaced the "-" with a"" 
and "by" with "By".  

Moved to page 4.6-1 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed the "3" to a "B".  
The number was a typo.  
Capitalized title and 
underlined it.  

Capitalized titles and 
underlined them.  

Hyphenated "24 hour" 

Changed "At each time" to 
"Each time".  

Changed "KW" to "kW'.  

Moved to page 4.6-2 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.

4.6-3 

4.6-3 

4.6-3 

4.6-3 

4.6-4 

4.6-4



Present 
Page (s) 

4.6-4 

4.7-1 

4.8-1 

4.8-1 

4.8-2 

4.8-2 

4.9-1 

4.10-1 

4.10-1 

4.10-1 

4.10-2 

4.10-2 

4.10-2 

4.10-2 

4.10-2 

4.10-2 

4.10-2

Present 
Section (s)_ 

Reference 

Basis 

4.8 

4.8.A 

Basis 

11th line 

Last sentence 

4.10 

4.10.A 

4.10.A, 
5th Para.  

B 

B.1 

B.2 

B. 2 

B.5 

B.7 and B.8 

B.8

Change (s) 

Deleted the comma.  

Changed the sequence of the 
footnotes and periods in 2 
places.  

Changed "Specification" to 
"Specifications".  

Changed "(1)" to "1." and 

Moved a portion of the text 
to page 4.8-1 as a result of 
line spacing adjustments.  

Hyphenated "full flow".  

Hyphenated "fully withdrawn".  

Capitalized title and deleted 
underline.  

Capitalized title. Changed 
"Effleunts" to "EFFLUENTS".  

Changed "aeasS" to areas" 

Capitalized title and deleted 
11:11 

Changed "specification 
3.9.B.1.a.(i)" to "Specifica
tion 3.9.B.l.a(i)".  

Hyphenated "half lives".  

Changed "specification 3.9.B.  
1.a.(ii)" to "Specification 
3.9.B.a(ii)". Changed "Table 
4.10.-3" to "Table 4.10-3".  

Hyphenated "half lives".  

Changed "specification" to 
"Specification".  

Moved to page 4.10-3 as a 
result of line spacing adjust
ments.



Present 
Page(s) 

4.10-3 

4.10-3 

4.10-3 

4.10-3 

4.10-3 

4.10-3 

4.10-3 

4.10-4 

4.10-4

D.2.a 
through D.2.f

Bottom of 
page 

1st Para., 
4th Para., 
4th Para.,

2nd line; 
1st line; 
5th line

4th Para., 8th line 

4th Para., 9th line 

Top of Page 

Item A 

Top of Page

Present 
Section(s)_ 

C, D and E 

C 

C.1 

D.2

Change (s) 

Capitalized titles and 
deleted ":" in each section.  

Changed "Committment" to 
1commitment".  

Changed "para meters" to 
parameters" 

Changed "period;" to 
"period,".  

Decapitalized the first letter 
of the first word in each 
section.  

Moved to page 4.10-4 as a 
result of line spacing adjust
ments. Capitalized title and 
deleted the ":" in the title.  

Changed "specification" to 
"Specification" in 3 places.  
Changed "Report" to "report".  

Changed "Amendement" to 
"Amendment".  

Changed "specification" to 
"Specification".  

Changed "fromthe" to 
"from the".  

Deleted the "," after 
"time to time".  

Changed "TABLE 4.10-1" to 
"Table 4.10-1"'. Decapita
lized the title of the table.  

Changed "Emmiters" to 
Emitters".  

Deleted the underline under 
"Table 4.10-1". Added table 
title.

4.10-4 

4.10-4 

4.10-5 

4.10-5 

4.10-5a



Present 
Section (s)- Change(s)

Rotated text by 90 degrees.  
Renumbered page from "4.10-5a" 
to "4.10-6".

b, last line

g and last para.  

Top of page

Items 
4. a and 4. b 

Top of page

Item (3) 

I tem (4) 

Top of page

Item 5

Changed "condition) ." 
"condition.)".

4.10-5a 

4.10-5a 

4.10-6

Present 
Page (s) 

4.10-5a

Moved to a new page; numbered 
as "4.10-7". This page has 
the same format as the 
preceeding new page "4.10-6".  

Changed "TABLE" to "Table" and 
deleted underline.  
Decapitalized table title and 
column titles.  

Page now numbered "4.10-8".  

Deleted the periods after "13" 
and "14", respectively.  

Changed "TABLE 4.10-2 
(Continued)" to "Table 
4.10-2". Added table title.  

Rotated text by 90 degrees.  
Renumbered page from 
"14.10-7"1 to "14.10-9"1.  

Added ")" at end of second 
sentence.  

Capitalized the 1st letter 
of the first word in the 1st 
sentence.  

Changed "TABLE 4.10-3" to 
"Table 4.10-3". Decapita
lized table title.  

Renumbered page to "4.10-10".  

Changed li X 10 X-4 1, to 
Il1 X 10-41,

4.10-6 

4.10-6

4.10-7

4.10-7

4.10-7 

4.10-7 

4.10-8

4.10-8 

4.10-8



Present 
Page (s) 

4.10-9 

4.10-9 

4.10-9

Notes b through g

Present 
Section(s) 

Top of page 

Item E

Moved to page 4.10-12.  
rotated by 90 degrees.  
new page has the table 
and titles.

Text 
This 

No.

Note b, last line 

Note c, 1st line 

Note c, 5th line 

Note c, 7th line

Note g, 3rd line

The reference to Specification 
6.9.1.12 is incorrect.  
Changed to the correct 
reference "6.9.1.6".  

Added a comma after "pathway".  

Changed "of 3;"1 to "of 3,".  

Changed "factor or 3." to 
"factor of 3.".  

Skipped a line between 
Notes d and e.  

Changed "of 3;" to "of 3,".  

Changed page number to 
4.10-13 as a result of line 
spacing adjustments. Decapi
talized Table title and 
table column titles.

Change (s) 

Changed "TABLE 4.10-3 
(Cont'd)" to "Table 4.10-3".  
Decapitalized table title.  
Added column headings 
identical to the previous 
page.  

Renumbered page to "4.10-11".  

For 1-131, the lower limit of 
detection (LLPX value should 
read Ill+1210 "", not 
"1l X 10 "1, as previously 
stated.  

Note a was moved to new page 
4.10-11. The text was 
rotated by 90 degrees. The 
top labels of the page were 
deleted. "Table Notation" 
and note a was put on page 
4.10-11.

4.10-10

4.10-10

4.10-10 

4.10-10 

4.10-10 

4.10-10 

4.10-10 

4.10-10 

4.10-11



Present 
Section Cs)_ Change Cs)

Rotated text by 90 degrees.  
Added Table title. Decapi
talized current Table number 
and title. Page 4.10-12 is 
now Page 4.10-14.

Present 
Page(s) 

4. 10-12 

4. 10-12 

4. 10-12

(4) & (5) 

(4) .2 

Top of Page 

objective (1) 

objective (2)

Changed "supplies which 
participate" to "suppliers 
who participate" and ".)" to 

Decapitalized the first letter 
of the first word of each 
section, i.e., "Less" to 
"less", etc.  

Changed "hydrogen," to 
"hydrogen. ".  

Capitalized the section title 
and deleted underline.  

Changed ";" to "" 

Deleted "respectively;" and 
added "and".

Capitalized title and 
deleted "-".

5th & 12th lines 

12th line 

15th line 

B 

B.1, 4th line 

B.1, last line

4.10-12 

4.10-12 

4.11-1 

4.11-1 

4.11-1 

4.11-1 

4.11-1

Changed ") ." to ".)".

Changed "offgases" to 
"off -gases".

Moved a portion of text to 
page 4.11-2 as a result of 
line spacing adjustments.  

Changed "dose "l to "dose*".  

Changed "to A member" to 
"to a member".  

Added a period to the end 
of the sentence.  

Capitalized title. Changed 
"'B" to "1B."!. Deleted "" 

Changed*"garden "1 to 
"garden ".

A. 3

4.11-2 

4.11-2 

4.11-2 

4.11-3 

4.11-3 

4.11-3



Present 
Page (s) 

4.11-3 

4.11-3 

4.11-3 

4.11-4 

4.11-4 

4.11-4

4.11-5 

4.11-6 

4.11-6 

4.11-7 

4.11-8 

4.11-10 
and 4.11-11 

4.11-11

13th line and 
15th line 

Top of page of 
all 6 pages 

Item 1 

Item 2 

Item 4.a 

Top of page

Top of page

Present 
Section(s) 

B.2, 3rd line 

B.4 

Footnote 

C and D 

C.2 

Basis

Change(s) 

Changed "that will" to 
"which will".  

Moved a portion of the text 
to page 4.11-4 as a result 
of line spacing adjustments.  

Changed "2" to "i" as footnote 
designation.  

Capitalized title.  

Changed "specification" to 
"Specification".  

Moved a portion of the text to 
page 4.11-5 as a result of 
line spacing adjustments.  

Changed "1)" to "(1)" and 
"12) " to "1(2) ".  

Changed "TABLE" to "Table".  
Deleted "(X of 6)" and 
underline. Decapitalized 
table title.  

Deleted the period after 
"Gamma dose quarterly".  
Deleted the dash between 
"DR" and "40".  

Changed "(A-4)" to 
"(A4)" and "(A-5)" to "(A5)".  

Deleted the comma after 
"then".  

Rotated text by 90 degrees.  
Decapitalized "TABLE 
NOTATION".  

Added "(continued)" after 
"Table Notation".  

Decapitalized table title.  
Deleted "Reporting levels" 
since it is a duplicate of 
the Table title.

4.11-12



Present Present 
Page(s) Section(s) Change(s) 

4.11-13 Top Changed "TABLE" to "Table".  
Deleted "(1 of 2)". Decapi
talized table titles.  

4.11-14 Top Changed "TABLE" to "Table".  
Deleted " (2 of 2) ". Added 
table title and decapitali
zed "TABLE NOTATION".  

4.11-14 -- Added footnote "d". This 
footnote was omitted in the 
printing of Amendment 90. It 
should state "LLD for 
drinking water samples. If 
no drinking water pathway 
exists the LLD of gamma iso
topic analysis may be used.".  

4.12-1 4.12 Changed "Specification" to 
"Specifications".  

4.12-1 4.12.A Capitalized section title.  
Changed footnote designator 
from "4" to "*". Moved 
a portion of the text to 
page 4.12-2 as a result of 
line spacing adjustments.  

4.12-2 4.12.A, Changed "susceptible;" to 
10th line "susceptible,".  

4.12-2 4.12.A, Hyphenated "as found".  
11th line 

4.12-2 4.12.B Capitalized section title.  

4.12-2 4.12.B.1, Added a comma after 
4th line "operability".  

4.12-2 4.12.B.1, Deleted a comma after 
7th line "snubber".  

4.12-2 4.12.B.1 A portion of the text was 
moved to page 4.12-3 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.



Present 
Section(s) 

4. 12.B. 1, 
2nd Para.

Change (s)

Changed "The" 
section No. 1 
"Snubbers" to 
subsections 2 

,"to ~,~ in

to "the" in 
and 
"snubbers" in 
and 3. Changed 
each section.

2nd line 

3rd line 

3

1st Para.  

Footnote # 

C and D 

D, 4th line

Basis

Entire paragraph 

5th line

Bottom of page

4.12-3 

4.12-3 

4.12-3

Present 
Page (s) 

4.12-2

Hyphenated "High Radiation".  

Changed "samples*." to 
"lsamples.*".  

Moved a portion of the text 
to page 4.12-4 as a result of 
line spacing adjustments.  

Deleted the "#" footnote 
designation. That footnote 
no longer exists.  

This footnote is no longer 
applicable.  

Capitalized titles.  

Changed "specification" to 
"Specification" Changed 
"6.10.2.m" to "6.10.2.n" 
since "In" is the correct 
reference. Changed 
"Concurrent" with 
"Concurrently".  

Moved a portion to page 
4.12-4 as a result of line 
spacing adjustments.  

Moved to page 4.12-5 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Hyphenated "high radiation" 
and hyphenated "high 
temperature" 

Changed "Reference" to 
"References"

4.12-3 

4.12-3 

4.12-4 

4.12-4

4.12-5

4.12-6 

4.12-6 

4.12-6



Present 
Section Cs)

Top of page 

4.13.A 

Entire page

4. 13 .A.1.b 

4.13. A.1. c 

4. 13. A. 1. g 

4.13. A. l.h 
4.13.A.1.i, 
4.13,.A.2.a 

4. 13 .A.1.h 

4.13.A. 1. i 

4.13.A. 2. a 

First 4 Para.

4.13-2 

4.13-2 

4.13-3 

4.13-3 

4.13-3 

4.13-3 

4.13-3 

4.13-4 

4.13-4 

4.13-4 

4.13-4 

4.13-5 

4.13-5

4.13.A.2.c, 
last line 

4.13. A.3. a 

Entire page 

4.13.A.3.b

Present 
Page Cs) 

4.13-1 

4.13-1 

4.13-2

Change Cs) 

Added section number 4.13 and 
deleted title underline.  
Changed "Specification" to 
Specifications". Changed"" 
to ". in Specification 
section.  

Capitalized title.  

Moved to page 4.13-1 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "know" to known".  

Added a comma after "i.e." 

Moved to page 4.13-2 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Moved to page 4.13-2 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Hyphenated "hot leg" in 2 
places.  

Hyphenated "cold leg" in 2 
places.  

Added a comma after "i.e.".  

Moved to page 4.13-2 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Moved to page 4.13-3 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "steam line" to 
"'steamline".  

Hyphenated "hot leg".  

Moved to page 4.13-3 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Hyphenated "cold leg"f and 
added a period.

4.13. A. 3



Present 
Page (s) 

4.13-5 

4.13-6 

4.13-6 

4.13-6 

4.13-7 

4.13-7 

4.13-7 

4.13-7 

4.13-7 

4.13-8 

4.13-8 

4.13-8 

4.13-9 

4.13-9 

4. 13-10 

4.13.10 

4.13.11, 
4.13.12

Present 
Section (s) 

4.13.A.3.e 

Entire page 

4.13.A.4 

4.13.A.4.1 

Entire page 

4.13.A.4.2 

4.13.B 

4.13.B.1.a, 
4.13.B.1.b 

4.13.B.1.b 

C.1,C.2 & C.3 

CA4 

4.13.C 

Entire page 

4.13.C.6 

Entire page 

2nd Para.  

Entire page

Change (s) 

Hyphenated "700 mil", 
hyphenated "610 mil" and 
hyphendated "540 mil".  

Moved to page 4.13-3 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Deleted the dash.  

Deleted the underline.  

Moved to page 4.13-4 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Deleted the underline.  

Capitalized the title.  

Changed "Depth" to "depth" and 
"The" to "the", respectively.  

Changed ";" to "" 

Moved to page 4.13-4 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Moved to page 4.13-5 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Capitalized the title.  

Moved to page 4.13-5 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "obtaine" to 
"obtained".  

Moved to page 4.13-5 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Hyphenated "all volatile".  

Moved to page 4.13-6 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.



Present 
Section (s) 

14th line 

1st line 

2nd line

Table 4.13-1

Top of page 

4.14 

4.14.A 

4.14.A.1 

4.14.A.l.b, 
4.14.A.l.c, 
4.14.A.1-d

4.14.A.l.e 

Bottom of page 

4.14.A.l.f

Present 
Page(s) 

4. 13-11 

4.13-12 

4. 13-12

Change (s) 

Changed "profiliometry" to 
"pro filometry".  

Added a comma after 
"profilometry" and deleted the 
comma after "entitled".  

Added a comma after 1980.  

Changed "TABLE" to "Table" and 
deleted the underline.  
Decapitalized the table title.  
Numbered the Table as pages 
4.13-7 and 4.13-8. Moved the 
Table Footnotes to page 
4.13-8. Changed "inspcted" to 

"inspected".  

Deleted underline.  

Changed "Specification" to 
"Specifications".  

Capitalized the section title 
and hyphenated "High 
Pressure"~. Deleted 

Deleted ":".  

Deleted the dash after 
"operability".  

Deleted the dash after 
"Supply". Text was moved to 
page 4.14-2 as a result of 
line spacing adjustments.  

Shifted "Amendment No." from 
right-hand to left-hand side.  

Moved to page 4.14-2 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments. Deleted the dash 
after "check" hyphenated 
"power operated".

4.14-1 

4.14-1 

4.14-1 

4.14-1 

4.14-1

4.14-1 

4.14-1 
through 
4.14-6 

4.14-1



Present 
Page (s) 

4.14-2 

4.14-2 

4.14-2 

4.14-2 

4.14-2 

4.14-3 

4.14-3 

4.14-3 

4.14-3

4.14.C

4. 14. C.l1, 
and 4.14.D.1.a 

4.14.D

Present 
Section (s)

4. 14 .A.1. g, 
4.14.A.1.h 

4.14.A.1.i 

4.14.A.1.i 
through 
4.14.A.1.1 

4.14.A.1.j, 
4.14.A.1.1 

4.14.A.l.k 

4.14.A.1.m 

4.14.B 

4.14. B.1. a 

4. 14 .B.1.a 
through 
4. 14 .B. i.e

Change(s) 

Deleted the dash after "Test".  

Deleted the dash after 
"Checks".  

Moved to page 4.14-3 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Deleted the dash after 
"Inspection" 

Deleted the dash after "Test".  

Deleted the dash after "Test".  
Underlined "Fire Protection 
Handbook".  

Capitalized title and deleted 

Deleted the dash after "Test".  

Moved to page 4.14-4 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments and deleted the 
dashes in the subsection 
titles.  

Capitalized title and deleted 

moved to page 4.14-5 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Capitalized title and deleted 
11:11

4.14-4 

4.14-4 

4.14-4



Present 
Section (s) 

4.14.D.1.a, 
4.14.D.l.b 

4.14.D.l.a.ii

Change(s) 

Deleted the dash after 
"Detectors".  

Deleted "**" and deleted the 
footnote since it is no 
longer effective.

4.14. D. I. b Moved to page 
result of 
adjustments.

4.14-6 as a 
line spacing

4.14.E 

4. 14. E. 1 

4. 14. E.1. a 
through 
4.14. E.1. e 

4.14.F 

4.14. F.1. a 
through 
4-14-F-1.c

Moved to pages 4.14-6 and 
4.14-7 as a result of line 
spacing adjustments.  
Capitalized title and deleted 

11:11 

Changed "specification 
3.13.K.1" to "specification 
3.13.E.1".  

Deleted dashes in subsection 
titles.  

Moved to page 4.14-7.  
Capitalized title and deleted 

11:11 

Deleted dashes in subsection 
titles.

Present 
Page Cs) 

4.14-4 

4.14-4

4.14-4

4.14-5 

4.14-5 

4.14-5 

4.14-5 

4.14-5



Present 
Section Cs) 

Page Top 

4. 15.A.1 

4.15.B and 
4.15.C

4.15.B 

Top

4. 16 .A. 1, 
4. 16 .A. 2, 
4.16.A.3 

4. 16.A.4 

4.16.A.5 

Footnote 

4.16.B, 
1st line 

Bottom of Page

Present 
Page(s) 

4.15-1 

4.15-1 

4.15-2

Change (s) 

Deleted section title 
underline. Changed 
"Specfication" to 
"Specifications".  

Hyphenated "half life" and 
hyphenated "six month".  

Moved to page 4.15-1 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "beta and/or gamma 
emitting" to "beta- and/or 
gamma-emitting" and 
"alpha emitting" to "alpha
emitting".  

Deleted section title 
underline.  

Added a comma after "At least 
once a shift".  

Added a comma after "At least 
once daily".  

Changed "(*)" to "*" and moved 
a portion of the text to page 
4.16-2 as a result of line 
spacing adjustments.  

Changed designation from"*) 
to"" 

Changed "specification" to 
"Specification".  

Shifted "Amendment No." from 
the bottom right-hand side of 
page to the bottom left-hand 
side of page.

4.15-2 

4.16-1 

4.16-1 

4.16-1 

4.16-1 

4.16-1 

4.16-2 

4.17-1



Present 
Section(s)_ 

Top of Page 

4.18.A 

Basis, 2nd Para.

Basis, 2nd Para.  

Top of Page 

Top line 

Column headings

5.0, 5.1 

5.1.A, 5.1.B

Present 
Page(s) 

4.18-1 

4.18-1 

4.18.-l

Changed "releases 
release points", 

," af ter ..  
effluents".

points" to 
and deleted 
and liquid

Bottom of Page 

5.2.A, 
5.2.B 

5.2.A.2, 
5.2.A.1 

Bottom of 
Page

5.2.B.2 

5.2.B.2

Renumbered page from "5-1" to 
"5.1-1" for consistency.  

Capitalized title.  

Change )"time.()"t 
"time 71) and ,Chan~ 
"type. 'to "type " 

Added "Amendment No.".  

Moved to page 5.2-1 because of 
line spacing adjustments.

Hyphenated 
derived".

"fautomatically

52 .CCapitalized title.

Change Cs) 

Capitalized title and deleted 
underline. Changed "Speci

fication" to "Specifications" 

Changed "PORV's" to "PORVs" 
and "MOV's" to "MOVs".  

Moved to page 4.18-2 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "PORV's and MOV's" 
to "PORVs and MOVs".  

Capitalized title and 
deleted underline.  

Deleted underline.  

Decapitalized "Instrument".  

Capitalized title and deleted 
underlines.  

Capitalized title.

4.18-1 

4.19-1 

4.19-2 

4.19-2

5-1

5.1.B

5-1 

5.2-1 

5.2-1 

5.2-1 

5.2-2 

5.2-2 

5.2-2 5.2.C



Present 
Section(s)

5.2.C.1 
5.2.C.2 

5.2.C.2

Bottom of 
Page 

5.3, 5.3.A, 
5.3.B 

Various 

5.3.A 

5.3.A.3 

5.3.A.5

5.2-2 

5.3-1 

5.3-1 

5.3-1 

5.3-1 

5.3-1 

5.3-1, 
5.3-2

Change(s) 

Changed "atmm~here. (3)" to 
"atmnospher 74), .' and 
'acident. to "accident 

Hyphenated "loss of coolant".

Added "Amendment NO.".  

Capitalized title.  

Switched footnotes and 
periods, (. 9 -g from "rods.  
to "rods '.' "

(1)I,

Renumbered sections since 
5.3.A.2 and 5.3.A.4 were 
deleted by previous 
amendments.  

Changed "per cent" to 
1percent".  

Deleted the word "the".

Renumbered 
previously 
references 
removed.

footnotes so that 
deleted footnote 
(Page 5.3-2) are

For current Reference No. 5 
changed "Sections 3.2"1 t 
"Section 3.2".  

Changed "Specification" to 
"Specifications" 

Changed "insure" to "ensure".  

Moved to Page 5.4-1 due to 
line spacing adjustments.

Deleted underlines.  

Decapitalized titles.

Present 
Page (s) 

5.2-2 

5.2-2

Various

Reference 
section

5.3-2 

5.4-1 

5.4-1 

5.4-2

5.4.1 

5.4.3

6.0, 6.1, 
6.2

6.2.1, 
6.2.2



Present 
Page(s) 

6-1, 
6-1(a) 

6-1(a) 

Various 

6-4 

6-5

6-5 

6-5 

6-6 

6-6

6-6 (a) 

6-7 

6-7 

6-7 

6-7

Present 
Section(s) 

6.2.2.d, 
6.2.2.f

2nd 
footnote 

6.3, 6.4, 
6.5 

6.4.1 

6.5.1 

Various 

6.5.1.6

6.5.1.6.j.  

Top of Page 

Various 

6.5.1.7 

6.5.1.7 .b

Change(s) 

Changed "on site" to "1onsite".  

Renumbered page to 6-2.  

Renumbered Pages sequentially.  
e.g. Page 6-4 changed to 
Page 6-5, etc.

Changed "on duty" to 
"on-duty".  

Deleted underlines.

Changed "A" to "A. ".  

Decapitalized titles.  

Decapitalized titles.  

Decapitalized first letter of 
each subsection; also "I) " to 
t(1) "; and "2) " to "(2) "; and 

replaced ". " with ""at end 
of each subsection.  

Added ", and" to end of this 
subsection.  

Moved to page 6-8 due to line 
spacing adjustments.  

Decapitalized titles.  

Decapitalized first letter of 
the first word in each 
subsection.  

Added ", and" to end of this 
subsection.

6.5.2

Top of Page

Decapitalized title and 
deleted underline.

Moved a portion to page 6-9 as 
a result of line spacing 
adjustments; also 
decapitalized "Composition".

Decapitalized titles.

6-7 

6-8

6-8, 6-9, 
6-10



Present 
Page(s) 

6-9 

6-9 

6-10 

6-10 

6-li 

6-12 

6-12 

6-12 

6-12 

6-12 

6-12 

6-12 

6-12 

6-12 

6-13

Present 
Section (s) 

6.5.2.6 

6.5.2.7 

Top of page 

6.5.2.7.h 

i through o 

6.6 

6.6, 6.6.0, 
6.6.1 

6.6.0 

6.6.1 

6.6.1.a 

6.6.1.b 

6.7, 6.8 

6.7.1.d 

6.8.1.a 

6.8.1.d, 
6.8.2

Change Cs) 

Hyphenated "duly appointed" 
and capitalized the "c" in 
"ecommittee".  

Changed "l)" to "(1)"; and 
"F2)"1 to "1(2) ".  

Deleted "REVIEW (Continued)".  

Hyphenated "safety related".  

Moved to page 6-13 as a result 
of line spacing adjustments.  

Deleted underline.  

Moved to page 6-14 as a result 
of line spacing adjustments.  

Added a period at the end of 
the sentence.  

Changed "Report Event" to 
"Reportable Event".  

Changed "requirements of to 10 
CFR 50.73 and "o to 
"1requirements of 10 CFR 
50. 73.".  

Deleted comma after "NFSC 
Chairman".  

Moved to page 6-15 as a result 
of line spacing adjustments.  
Also deleted section titles.  

Changed "The" to "the".  

Changed "A" to A.  

Moved to page 6-15 as a result 
of line spacing adjustments.



Present Present 
Page(s) Section(s)- Change(s) 

6-13 6.8.2, Moved to page 6-16 as a result 
6.8.3, of line spacing adjustments 
6.8.4 and page renumbering.  

6-13 6.8.2.a Hyphenated "safety related".  

6-13 6.8.2.c Deleted a comma.  

6-13 6.8.4.a Decapitalized first letter of 
the f irst word in subsections 
(i) , (ii) and (iii) . Added 
"and" to the end of (ii) .  

6-14 6.9 Deleted underline.  

6-14 6.9.1.1 Decapitalized title.  

6-14 6.9, 6.9.1.1, Moved to page 6-17 as a result 
6.9.1.2 of page renumbering and line 

spacing adjustments.  

6-14 6.9.1.1 Renumbered to 6.9.1 since 
there existed two section 
6.9.1.1s on that page.  

6-14 6.9.1.11 Changed "Inforcement" to 
"Enforcement".  

6-14, Various Capitalized report titles 
6-15, where they served as Section 
6-16 titles and deleted underlines.  

2 if 12 6-14 6.9.1.4 Changed ", e.g., "to ",e.g., 

6-14 Footnote 1 Hyphenated "multiple unit".  

6-15 1st line Deleted "TLD, or film badge 
measurements" since it is a 
repetition of the last portion 
of Section 6.9.1.4. This 
Section currently reads "The 
dose assignment to various 
duty functions may be 
estimates based on pocket 
dosimeter "TLD, or film badge 
measurements".



Present 
Page Cs) 

6-15 

6-15 

6-16

6.9.1.6

Footnote 6 

Entire page

Present 
Section Cs)

1st paragraph, 
and portion of 
Section 6.9.1.5 

6.9.1.5 

6.9.1.6 and 
footnote 5

Top of Page

Top of Page 
Report" 

6.9.1.7

6.9.2 

6. 9.2. f

Moved to page 6-21 as 
of page renumbering 
spacing adjustments.

a result 
and line

Capitalized "Monthly Operating 
and deleted underline.  

Changed "PORV's" to "PORVs" 
and changed "Pressurizer" to 
"pressurizer". Changed "DC." 
to "D.C.".  

Changed paragraph alignment.  

Changed "environment" to 
fenvironmental".

Change (s) 

Moved to page 6-18 as a result 
page renumbering and line 
spacing adjustments.  

Added period at end of sentence.  
Changed "Tables and Figures" 
to "table and figures" 

Moved to pages 6-19 and 6-20 
as a result of page 
renumbering and line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "spped" to "speed".  
Changed the order of a period 
and a footnote number, e g.  
".(6)" to "(6)." Changed "te" 
to " the ". Changed "All 
Assumptions" to "All assumptions".  
Changed "determing" to "determining".  

Hyphenated "half year" 
Changed "no site" to "onsite".  
Changed "shall be provide to" 
to "shall be provided to".  

Moved to page 6-21 as a result 
of page renumbering. Also 
changed subsection designations, 
e.g., from "a)" to "a.", etc.; 
and decapitalized first letter 
of the first word in each 
subsection. Changed a period 
for a comma in subsection a).  
Changed "e.g.." to "e.g., " in 
d).

6-16

6-16 

6-17

6-18

6-18 

6-18

6-18 

6-18



Present 
Page (s) 

6-19 

6-19 

6-19

6.11, 6.12 

6.12.1 

6.13, 6.14, 
6.15

6.13.1

6.14, 6.15 

6.14.1 

6.15.2 
of page

Present 
Section(s)

6.10 

6.10.2 

6.10.2.e, 
6.10.2.f 

Top of Page 

6.10.2.h 

6.10.2.n 

6.11, 6.12

Change(s) 

Capitalized title and deleted 
underline.  

Changed "record" to "records".  

Moved to page 6-24 as a result 
of page renumbering and line 
spacing adjustments.  

Deleted "Record Retention 
(Continued)".  

Changed "in-service" to 
"inservice".  

Put footnote asterisk at end 
of sentence.  

Moved to page 6-25 as a result 
of page renumbering and line 
spacing adjustments.  

Capitalized titles and deleted 
underlines.  

Changed "alternate" to 
"ialternative" 

Capitalized titles and deleted 
underlines.  

Changed "of:±" to "of"; 
changed"; or," to ", or".  

Moved to page 6-26 as a result 
of page renumbering and line 
spacing adjustments.  

Changed ":" to ",".' Changed 
it;,I to It'l. Decapitalized 

first letter of first word in 
each subsection.  

Moved to Page 6-26 as a result 
renumbering and line spacing 
adjustments. Changed ""to 

",.Changed "; and " to " 

and". Decapitalized first 
letter of the f irst word in 
each subsection.

6-20 

6-20 

6-20 

6-20

6-20 

6-20 

6-21 

6-21 

6-21 

6-21 

6-22



Present Present 
Page(s) Section(s) Change(s) 

6-22 6.16 Capitalized title and deleted 
underline.  

6-22 6.16.1 Changed "(liquid, gaseous and 
solid shall" to "(liquid, 
gaseous and solid) shall".  
Decapitalized f irst letter of 
the first word in each subsection 
and changed ";" to " ," in each 

subsection.  

6-23 6.16.1.e Moved to page 6-27 as a result 
through of page renumbering and line 
6.16.1.h spacing adjustments.  

6-23 6.16.1.e Changed "individual" to 
"individuals".



Pre sent 
Page Cs) 

Appendix B, 
Part I, Cover Sheet 

Appendix B, 
Part I, all pages 

2-1 

2-2 

3-1

Present 
Section (s) Change(s)

2.0 

2.0 

3.1 
First paragraph, 
8th line:

3.1 
Second para.  
line 12 and 
third para.  
line 3 

3.1 
Third paragraph, 
line 7

3-3 

3-3

3.1, 
3.2 

3.1 
Top line

Changed "UNITS NUMBERS 1 AND 
2" to "UNITS NUMBER 1 AND 2".  

Changed "Amendment No., Unit 
1" and "Amendment No., Unit 2" 
to "Unit 1 Amendment No." and 
"Unit 2 Amendment No." Also, 
moved from lower right side of 
page to lower left side of 
page.  

Closed parentheses following 
"1... 3.2.1." at bottom of page.  

Moved entire text to page 2-1 
as .a result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "...requirements 
of this EPP." to 
".requirements of the EPP." 

Moved text through the third 
paragraph, f ourth line, up to 
"...basis" to page 3-1 as a 
result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "Subsection" to 
"subsection".  

Changed ". ..this EPP..." to 
".the EPP...".  

Moved the remaining text of 
section 3.1 and 3.2 to page 
3-2 as a result of line 
spacing adjustments.

Changed "Subsection" to 
"subsection"



Present 
Section (s) Change(s)

3.2, 
3.3

5.3 
First line 

5.4.1 
Last Para., 
2nd line 

5.2, 5.3, 
5.4, 5.4.1 

5.4.1 
(b) , end of second 
line and (c), 
second line

5.4.1

Moved entire text to page 3-2 
as a result of line spacing 
adjustments.  

Changed "Request for 
change..." to "Request for 
changes..." 

Changed "Subsection" to 
subsection.  

Moved text through section 
5.4.1, first paragraph to page 
5-1 as a result of line 
spacing adjustments.  

Changed "Subsection" to 
"subsection"

Moved entire 
as a result 
adjustments.

text to page 5-2 
of line spacing

5.4.2 

5.4.2

5.4.2 
Last Para.

Appendix B 
Part II

Moved text through 
paragraph to page 
result of line 
adjustments.

the f irst 
5-2 as a 

spacing

Changed 
"(a) ", " (b) ", "1 (c) "t, "(Cd)" and 
Ce)I" to "(l)", "(2)", " C3)" 

"(4)", and "(5)".  

Moved to page 5-3 as a result 
of line spacing adjustments.  

Changed "Licesses" to 
"Licenses". Moved "Unit 1" 
and "Unit 2" in front of 
"Amendment No.", respectively.

Present 
Page (s)

5-2 

5-2 

5-2 

5-3

5-3

5-4 

5-4

5-4
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SAFETY ASSESSMENT 

The proposed Technical Specifications changes, as set forth in Attachment 
III and as described in detail in Attachment I, are the result of an effort 
to put the entire Indian Point Unit No. 2 Technical Specifications on a 
word processor. During this effort, we corrected typographical errors, 
made editorial changes and repaginated the text for uniformity purposes.  
In addition, this proposed amendment deletes pertinent portions of the IP-2 
Technical Specifications that related to one-time only, date certain 
extensions which have since expired, and to plant equipment which had been 
removed from service pursuant to previously received approvals. An example 
of the former is the statement "The January 1976 scheduled measurements 
with the Moveable Incore Instrumentation System may be delayed until 
February 6, 1976.", which is located currently in Section 3.11 of the IP-2 
Technical Specif ications. An example of the latter is snubber 17-SR-1 
(listed in Table 3.12-1, Sheet 4 of 13) which has a double-asterisk 
denoting that removal of this snubber has been approved, this snubber will 
be removed and at that time shall be considered deleted from this Table.  
Since the snubber has been physically removed from the system, it is being 
removed from the Table.  

To facilitate and expedite NRC review and approval, of this amendment, a 
detailed change -by- change document has been prepared and is contained in 
Attachment I. This document is prepared from the perspective of the 
present version of the IP-2 Technical Specifications; that is, the present 
page number and section number are given along with the change(s) made.  

Basis for No significant Hazards Consideration Determination: 

The Commission has provided guidance concerning the application of the 
standards for determining whether a significant hazards consideration 
exists by providing certain examples (48 FR 14870). Example (i) of those 
involving no significant hazards consideration involves a purely 
administrative change to technical specifications; for example, a change to 
achieve consistency throughout the technical specifications, correction of 
an error, or a change in nomenc 'lature. The proposed changes correct 
typographical errors, makes editorial changes for consistency, repaginates 
the document for consistency. In addition, this proposed amendment deletes 
pertinent portions of the IP-2 technical specifications that related to 
one-time only, date certain extensions which have since expired, and to 
plant equipment which had been removed from service pursuant to previously 
received approvals. An example of the former is the statement "The January 
1976 scheduled measurements with the Moveable Incore Instrumentation System 
may be delayed until 'February 6, 1976.", which is located currently in 
Section 3.11 of the IP-2 Technical Specifications. An example of the 
latter is snubber 17-SR-1 (listed in Table 3.12-1, Sheet 4 of 13) which has 
a double-asterisk denoting that removal of this snubber has been approved, 
this snubber will be removed and at that time shall be considered deleted 
from this Table. Since the snubber has been physically removed from the 
system, it is being removed from the Table.



Consistent with the Commission's criteria contained in 10 CFR 50.92, we 
have determined that the proposed changes do not involve a significant 
hazards consideration because the operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2 in 
accordance with this change: 

(1) would not involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated. The proposed 
changes are purely administrative in nature and only change 
typographical errors, make editorial changes for consistency, 
repaginate the document and delete pertinent portions of the IP-2 
technical specifications that are no longer effective or have 
been previously approved for deletion. Thus, the same safety 
criteria as previously evaluated are still met with the proposed 
changes.  

(2) would not create the probability of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously evaluated. The proposed 
changes, again, are purely administrative in nature. These 
changes do not modify the plant's configuration or operation, and 
therefore the identical postulated accidents as analyzed prior to 
this submittal are the only ones that require analysis and 
resolution. Nothing would be added or removed that would 
conceivably introduce a new or different kind of accident 
mechanism or initiating circumstance than that previously 
evaluated.  

(3) would not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.  
With the proposed changes, all safety criteria previously 
evaluated are still met at the same margins since these changes 
are purely editorial in nature or they delete pertinent portions 
of the technical specifications that are no longer effective or 
have been previously approved for deletion.  

Therefore, based on the above, we conclude that the proposed changes do not 
constitute a significant hazards consideration.  

The proposed changes have been reviewed by the Station Nuclear Safety 
Committee, which concurs that these changes do not represent a significant 
hazards consideration.
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